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EDITORIAL

EcoGeneration 
Editor Lucy 
Rochlin. 

FROM THE EDITOR

THE ECOGENERATION EDITORIAL BOARD

This edition, we discuss the transition 

from Clean Energy 1.0 to Clean Energy 

2.0 with solar activist turned entrepreneur 

Danny Kennedy (page 28). If you’re feeling  

a little uninspired in the lead-up to a Federal 

election, Danny’s vision and enthusiasm is 

your perfect antidote. 

Did you know: approximately 300,000 

solar modules will need to be disposed of 

annually leading up to 2030, increasing in 

2035 to an estimated 5,000,000 annually? 

Senior Journalist Anthony Holden spoke 

with Reclaim PV Recycling about the salient 

issue of what we will do with all these panels 

when they reach end of life (page 68). 

And just in time for the Australian Energy 

Storage Conference and Exhibition, which 

will take place in Sydney from 1-2 June,  

we get an update on the state of play for 

electric vehicles in Australia from long-time 

electric motorcycle enthusiast and CEO of 

RoofJuice Australia, Nigel Morris. 

8  /  ecogeneration  June 2016 www.ecogeneration.com.au

Lucy Rochlin

Editor

In other news, I will be contributing to the 

magazine over the next few months, but  

will eventually be saying farewell as Editor. 

My thanks to all those who have provided 

contributions and insights during the time 

I’ve edited these pages. I’d particularly  

like to thank the members of our Editorial 

Board for their sage advice and guidance.  

It has been an honour and a pleasure  

to tell the stories of such an innovative, 

nimble, and forward-thinking industry. 
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CAN’T WAIT FOR THE NEXT EDITION OF ECOGENERATION? 
Sign up for the FREE weekly newsletter and check out our website at ecogeneration.com.au

 » The latest in policy
 » Project updates
 » Industry news

IEA HEAD OF ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY TO VISIT 
AUSTRALIA IN 
NOVEMBER 

The National Energy Efficiency Conference 2016 takes  

place at Australian Technology Park, Sydney, on 15-16 

November 2016. 

Dr Brian Motherway, Head of Energy Efficiency at the 

International Energy Agency, is the first international keynote 

speaker to be announced for this year’s event. He joined  

the IEA in early 2016 after four years as the CEO of the 

Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland. 

“Brian’s visit to Australia for the National Energy Efficiency 

Conference 2016 is timely, as energy users, providers and 

policy makers grapple with the waves of new technology 

transforming Australia’s energy sector,” said EEC CEO  

Luke Menzel. “Brian will share his insights into the rapid 

transformation taking place in energy systems around  

the world, and the critical role energy efficiency is playing  

in this transition.” 

Mr Menzel said the collaboration with EBC will bring a global 

perspective to the conference. 

“With so many international experts in Sydney at the same 

time, this year’s conference will be a unique opportunity for 

Australian energy efficiency professionals, policymakers and 

energy users to engage with cutting-edge practice from 

around the world.” 

ACT BATTERY 
STORAGE PILOT

Three companies have been awarded $200,000 each to 

install discounted battery storage in the ACT as part of 

the state’s $600,000 Next Generation Energy Storage Pilot. 

The companies are SolarHub, ActewAGL Retail and  

ITP Renewables. 

“The companies were chosen using a competitive grants 

process, which drew keen pricing for the supply of batteries. 

With each company receiving $900 for each kW of sustained 

peak output that the battery provides, the government expects 

approximately 200 battery systems to be installed. This would 

equate to a discount of $2,700 for homeowners on a battery 

that can provide 3 kW of sustained peak output,” said Simon 

Corbell, ACT Minister for the Environment and Climate Change. 

The pilot will inform future auctions for distributed energy 

storage, as the ACT Government prepares to support 36 MW 

of energy storage to be rolled out across more than 5,000 

Canberra homes and businesses between 2016 and 2020. 

Households and businesses interested in installing a 

discounted battery-storage system have been directed  

to contact the grant winners directly. 

NEW REPORT ON UTILITY-SCALE  
BATTERY STORAGE 

The Australian Renewable Energy 

Agency (ARENA) has released a  

new report examining the commercial 

feasibility of large-scale grid-connected 

energy storage. 

ARENA provided AGL $445,846 funding 

toward the $1,029,578 project to carry out 

the investigation with project partners 

ElectraNet and WorleyParsons 

through the Energy 

Storage for Commercial Renewable 

Integration (ESCRI) project. 

The project explored commercial 

frameworks that can be used to operate 

utility-scale storage within the National 

Electricity Market (NEM). 

A detailed business case was modelled 

around a 10 MW / 20 MWh lithium-ion 

battery connected at the Dalrymple 

substation on the Yorke Peninsula  

in South Australia. South Australia  

has the highest proportion of 

renewable energy generation in Australia, 

making it ideal for the investigation. 

The analysis also found there are several 

potential revenue streams for utility-scale 

storage. Revenue is site specific and some 

revenue streams are traded off against 

others, making it difficult to capture the  

full value of each stream. 

Utility-scale energy storage could 

ultimately enable more value to be achieved 

from solar and wind farms by supplying 

generation at times when demand is high. 

NEWS IN BRIEF
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ARENA SUPPORTING AUSTRALIA’S 
LARGEST BIOENERGY PROJECT 

An $800 million bioenergy project in Queensland could become a reality thanks to early stage 

funding support from the Australian Renewable Energy Agency. 

ARENA is providing $3 million support for Renewable Developments Australia (RDA) to build  

the business case for a renewable biofuel production facility at Pentland, near Charters Towers  

in North Queensland. 

ARENA CEO Ivor Frischknecht said the ambitious project had the potential to be a landmark 

development for Australia’s bioenergy industry. 

“The plant is designed to produce up to 350 million litres of fuel-grade bio-ethanol per annum, which 

would increase Australia’s production by 80 per cent. The fuel is earmarked for sale under a proposed 

off-take agreement with a global agriculture and energy corporation and export through the Port of 

Townsville,” Mr Frischknecht said. “RDA intends to grow its own sugarcane and sweet sorghum for 

biofuel production and will also process biomass waste with advanced and innovative processing 

techniques that would make the plant entirely self-sufficient, renewable and independent of the grid.” 

ARENA’s funding will support growing and irrigation trials, due diligence activities required for financial 

close and preliminary work to support the procurement of engineering and construction services. 

Mr Frischknecht said the project would provide valuable knowledge on the commercial viability  

of innovative second generation ethanol production technology, which would be shared with the 

bioenergy industry. 

“RDA will identify technical, financial and regulatory developmental roadblocks affecting projects of 

this scale and type. The project will also provide insights on the performance of super sweet sorghum 

and sugar cane for biofuels,” Mr Frischknecht said. 

If construction proceeds, it is expected to create 500 jobs during construction and up to 200 

permanent positions after construction is complete. 

The business case is due for completion by November 2016. ARENA can recover its funding amount  

if the plant proceeds. 

NEWS IN BRIEF

LABOR OUTLINES CLIMATE POLICY 

With the Federal election on 2 July 

fast approaching, the Labor  

Party has announced its climate policy. 

Some of the key inclusions in the 

detailed policy are an emissions trading 

scheme, a domestic electricity cap- 

and-trade scheme, and a mechanism  

to close brown-coal power stations.  

Should the party be elected, it would  

also seek to increase investment in 

renewable energy, carry out a major  

review of the electricity sector and  

tighten vehicle emissions standards. 

In Australia, emissions from energy 

make up 75 per cent and agriculture  

15 per cent of total greenhouse gas 

emissions, so reducing reliance on  

fossil fuels should be at the core  

of any responsible policy. 

Economists generally agree the most 

efficient way to reduce carbon emissions 

is through an emissions trading scheme 

(ETS) or a carbon tax. Labor’s new ETS 

would be spilt into two phases. Phase one, 

to run from 2018-2020, includes a scheme 

for the electricity sector that will simply 

cap the emissions of high carbon emitters 

according to an industry benchmark and 

encourage generators to trade with each 

other to meet their cap. Of course, that 

means there will be greater pressure on 

emissions reductions after 2020, but if  

it is opened up to international schemes, 

which would happen in phase two of the 

plan, the cost of emissions reductions will 

be in line with prices overseas, greatly 

reducing impacts on competitiveness. 

“[Labor’s policy] will deliver 50 per cent 

renewable energy by 2030. Our plan is 

underpinned by a pollution reduction 

target of net zero pollution by 2050,”  

said Labor leader Bill Shorten (right). 

The biggest difference between Labor’s 

proposed plan and the Coalition’s current 

Emissions Reduction Fund is that the  

fund ignores emissions reduction from 

electricity generation. 
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A comprehensive industry blueprint  

for policymakers and regulators will 

deliver a modern and zero-emission energy 

sector by 2050 and help Australia meet its 

commitments under the Paris Agreement. 

The economic case for building renewable 

energy is already strong, but we are running 

out of time to make the changes we need to 

avoid the worst effects of climate change. 

We live in a country with some of the best 

renewable energy resources in the world,  

and there is no question that we can make 

better use of what we have at our fingertips. 

Under the Renewable Energy Target  

(RET), there is the potential to create 

approximately 14,200 jobs and $40 billion  

in private investment by 2020. But that’s  

just the beginning. 

After a long period of frustration for the Australian renewable energy industry,  

the momentum created by the global climate agreement in Paris is undeniable.  

This year is shaping up to be an exciting one. 

A CLEAN ENERGY SYSTEM 
FOR THE 21ST CENTURY  
WITHIN OUR GRASP
by Kane Thornton, Chief Executive, Clean Energy Council 

INDUSTRY UPDATE

The Clean Energy Council has developed 

Power Shift: a blueprint for a 21st century 

energy system. It details how Australia can 

unlock its potential and make the change to 

a truly modern electricity system by 2050. 

Over the next decade, home energy 

storage, electric vehicles, household 

renewable energy and smart appliances will 

be the norm. The energy system we have 

isn’t up to the job because it was designed 

for something completely different. 

Almost three quarters of the coal-fired 

power plants in Australia are already at  

or past the date when you would expect 

them to go to the great coal pit in the sky. 

We need a plan to retire these in an orderly 

fashion if Australia is going to honour the 

commitments it made in Paris to limit global 

warming to well below 2 degrees Celsius. 

The Power Shift five-point plan for a 21st 

century energy system is as follows: 

1. Ensure long-term and transparent 

carbon reduction targets that apply  

to the energy sector, recognising the 

important interaction between energy 

policy and climate change policy.  

This should facilitate the closure of 

Australia’s most carbon-intensive  

coal-fired generation over time. 

2. Set strong and long-term renewable 

energy targets that ensure the  

continued and steady deployment of 

renewable energy. This can be achieved 

by an increase and extension of the 

Renewable Energy Target beyond 2020. 

3. Innovation that delivers the next 
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Kane Thornton has more than a 
decade’s experience in energy policy 
and leadership in the development  
of the renewable energy industry. 
Deconstructing industry trends and 
movements as well as federal and state 
renewable policies for the benefit of  
the wider industry, Kane’s column is  
a regular feature in EcoGeneration. 

INDUSTRY UPDATE

The Power Shift plan 
will help Australia  
meet its climate 
commitments. 

generation of clean energy solutions 

with appropriate institutions and  

support for R&D, demonstration,  

and innovative financing for the  

clean energy sector. 

4. Smart regulation for a 21st century 

energy system that creates a 

competitive market and empowers 

consumers. Reform the energy market 

and current regulatory framework  

to facilitate greater competition, 

empower consumers and overcome  

the barriers to unlock the commercial 

opportunities to transition to smarter, 

cleaner energy technologies. 

5. Cement public support by unlocking  

the benefits of renewable energy for 

local communities and consumers. 

The status quo is simply not an option. 

Dramatic changes are clearly needed  

in the way we use and think about energy. 

It doesn’t mean we need to make 

compromises in our lifestyle, but we will 

need to progressively replace coal and gas 

power plants with clean energy — a power 

shift that means we maintain our world-class 

standards of living while setting a course for 

a 21st century energy system that produces 

no carbon emissions. 

The Power Shift plan is economically 

responsible and will help Australia meet  

its climate commitments, while satisfying 

our thirst for heating, cooling, laptops, 

smartphone recharging and much more. 

Polls consistently show Australia is on 

board with this change. Even better that  

the cost of the technology, its efficiency  

and effectiveness just keeps improving.  

And with continued innovation driven by  

the likes of the Australian Renewable Energy 

Agency (ARENA) and the Clean Energy 

Finance Corporation (CEFC), we are well  

on track to deliver a zero-emission energy 

system and 100 per cent take-up of smart 

and clean energy systems in houses across 

the country by the middle of this century. 

 / High effiminacy evacuated tubes collector with  
ultra-selective coating enabling high absorbtion  
and low emission

 / Enamelled storage tank provides superior 
corrosion resistance

 / Smart controller with multi-sensors enabling 
featuring controls and intelligent controls

 / PV combined smart thermal storage ideal for  
self-sufficiency

 / CER registered and WaterMark, AS/NZ-2712 certified

 / High STC & incentives available SAA101410EA

Call 1300 301 594 Distributors welcome

www.cma-solar-wind.com.au

Solar Hot Water
ELECTRIC AND GAS BOOSTED

CMA_Solar_SHW_ECOFeb16_HPH.indd   1 15/12/2015   9:19 am
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The Yorke Biomass Energy project in South Australia is innovative in more ways than one —  

and could give a much-needed boost to a sluggish industry. 

HOUSE OF STRAW:  
BIOENERGY ON  
THE YORKE PENINSULA

It’s no secret that bioenergy is the chronic 

underachiever in Australia’s renewables 

sector. Five years ago, CSIRO released a 

study into the potential for a dramatic scale-

up of the sector, showing that bioenergy 

could deliver up to 20 per cent of Australia’s 

electricity by 2030 given the right economic 

and policy settings. Since then, bioenergy’s 

share of generation has barely shifted: it’s 

stuck at around 0.9 per cent, against an 

OECD average of 2.4 per cent. 

As of 2016, uptake of bioenergy — in its 

many guises — remains slow nationwide,  

due in part to policy uncertainty and 

investor wariness. However, for the first  

time in a while there are some promising 

signs of movement. The South Australian 

government, in particular, is getting behind 

the industry, releasing a Bioenergy Roadmap 

in 2015 “as a first step towards creating  

a substantial and sustainable bioenergy 

industry” in the state (see more at www.

renewablessa.sa.gov.au). 

More tangibly, and also in South Australia, 

a company called Yorke Biomass Energy 

(YBE) is planning a new straw-fuelled 

bioenergy plant near Ardrossan on the Yorke 

Peninsula. Spearheaded by renewables 

veteran Terry Kallis, and initially announced 

last September, the Yorke Biomass Energy 

project is a $100 million, utility-scale 

biomass plant with a maximum capacity of 

20 MW and a footprint of around 5 hectares.

BURNING AMBITIONS
This is exciting for a number of reasons.  

Not just because any new bioenergy capacity 

is good news for the industry, but because  

it would be an Australian first: there are 

currently no straw-fuelled bioenergy 

The Yorke Peninsula facility will be modelled on this 
state-of-the-art straw-fuelled plant in Sangüesa, 
northern Spain.
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HOW DOES IT WORK?

Because this project has no precedent in Australia, YBE had to look 
overseas for inspiration and expertise, and found it in the far north of Spain. 
Acciona, a global infrastructure company, has designed, constructed, and 
owns four large biomass plants in Spain that have been operating 
successfully for more than a decade, and YBE has penned an exclusive deal 
with the company to engineer, procure and construct the Yorke Peninsula 
plant. The YBE plant is being modelled on Acciona’s 25 MW Sangüesa plant 
near Pamplona (pictured). 

Following the design of the Sangüesa plant, the YBE facility will have straw 
biomass transported to the plant in bales, which are then loaded onto a 
conveyor belt and carried to a central boiler. As the biomass reaches the 
boiler, it is shredded into small pieces, before being burned at a high 
temperature. The combustion heats water circulating in the walls of the 
boiler and turns it to steam, which passes through a super-heater before 
driving a turbine. 

The water vapour that has passed through the turbine, now at lower 
pressure and temperature, is then taken to a condenser that is cooled by 
sea water from a channel that runs through the plant area. The cooled 
steam turns back into water, which is sent in a closed circuit to the walls  
of the boiler, starting the whole process over again.

To complete the cycle, the waste material that settles at the bottom of  
the boiler can also be used as agricultural fertiliser, recycling some of the 
nutrients back into the ground. 

plants on our shores. In other countries, 

including Denmark, Spain and Romania, straw 

biomass already plays a significant role in 

electricity production, but in Australia, again, 

all is potential. A 2012 report published by 

Bioenergy Australia, Bioenergy in Australia: 
Status and Opportunities, said that “There  

are significant quantities of cereal straw  

in Australia that are potentially available  

to be harvested as bioenergy feedstocks,” 

estimating that in Western Australia  

alone there is “potential for production  

of 1.3 million tonnes of cereal straw that  

could be sustainably removed for use as 

bioenergy feedstock.” 

A large and untapped resource, then — 

though to put this in perspective, the report 

adds that a single biomass processor might 

require a quarter of a million tonnes of  

straw biomass per year, which represents  

up to 50 per cent of the WA estimate in  

a low rainfall season. 

This brings us to one of the biggest 

challenges for this type of facility, and 

another reason why the YBE project could 

be great news for the bioenergy industry: 

the supply model. Producing electricity  

from crop residues such as straw requires  

a huge amount of biomass, supplied reliably 

year-round, from what could be dozens  

or even hundreds of different suppliers.  

This adds a great deal of uncertainty to  

this sort of operation, relating to issues  

such as seasonal crop yields, price per  

tonne of feedstock, costs of storage, and 

costs of collecting, baling and transporting 

the biomass. 

To remove some of this uncertainty, and 

ensure that the plant operators and the 

suppliers are working towards the same 

goals, YBE has developed an innovative 

co-op style business model for the local 

suppliers. Under this model, the biomass 

suppliers will own and operate a company 

called Yorke Biomass Supply (YBS) that will 

supply feedstock to the plant. YBS, and the 

individual farmers and straw aggregators 

who make up the company, will have an 

exclusive 20-year contract with YBE for the 

supply of biomass at a guaranteed base price 

of $85 per tonne, maintained in real terms. 

YBE Chairman Terry Kallis says this  

will be a win-win for the farmers and the 

operators. The farmers get the opportunity 

to diversify their income, with more than  

a hundred suppliers sharing in excess of  

$6 million per year, while the operators  

get reliable supply and a local community 

that is invested in the project’s success. 

In other countries, straw biomass already plays  
a significant role in electricity production, but in 
Australia, all is potential. 

The striking design for Acciona’s Sangüesa plant features sweeping steel roofs and large  
polycarbonate skylights. 
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With community support for the project 

more or less assured, and some of the 

biggest obstacles to this type of project 

seemingly overcome, the YBE project  

seems to be making all the right moves.  

If all continues to go to plan, construction 

will commence in the last quarter of 2016, 

with full operation by the end of 2017. 

We caught up with Terry Kallis to find 

out more... 

How exactly did the YBE project 
come about? 
The project was born out of the CERES wind 

farm project — also being developed on the 

Yorke Peninsula — where we sought to find  

a way to spread the benefits of renewable 

energy beyond the wind farm hosts. We saw 

the biomass project as a strong solution  

for potentially some 100-plus local farmers. 

How far along is the project?
The project is at the stage of securing 

A: The plant will feature extensive filtering processes 
to clean up the gas emitted from the chimney. Ash and 
slag will be reclaimed for use as fertiliser.

B: The YBE project will be located on 7.3 hectares of 
land on the Yorke Highway, approximately 2 km south 
of Ardrossan.

C: Terry Kallis, YBE Chairman.

supply agreements, which we hope to  

have finalised soon. Progress so far has 

been excellent. 

Where will the plant be located? 
The YBE project will be located on land 

covering some 7.3 hectares on the north-

western corner of Silo Road and the Yorke 

Highway, approximately 2 km south of 

Ardrossan centre. 

Why was this location chosen? 
The location was selected because 

Ardrossan is a hub for transport, has a 

nearby major substation, is close to the 

coast for potential sea-water cooling, and  

has an adjacent industrial precinct. And, of 

course, because the Yorke Peninsula has the 

potential to supply a large biomass resource.  

What is the funding model?
The funding model for pre-commercial close 

has been venture capital, which is fine for 

A

B

C
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the foreseeable future. Beyond that, we will 

be looking at the potential for an ARENA 

grant and to access the CEFC’s new $200 

million equity fund for biomass projects. 

You have worked across many 
different areas in renewable energy 
over the years. What drew you to 
straw-fuelled generation? 
Over the past 8 years, I have had a lot to  

do with the Spanish renewables industry, 

which is a leader in the renewables space.  

It was through those connections that  

I became aware of biomass developments 

and Acciona’s experience. 

Will this facility work in conjunction 
with the CERES wind farm, or rather 
stand alone? 
At this stage, it is a standalone project, but  

it could be replicated in several places, both 

elsewhere in SA and interstate. 

How supportive have government 
and industry been of the YBE 
project so far? 
We’ve had great support from all relevant 

government and industry bodies, in 

particular from the South Australian 

government through our Department of 

State Development (Renewables SA) 

sponsorship of a Crown (section 49) 

development approval process via the 

Development Assessment Commission.

The farmers get the 
opportunity to diversify 
their income, with 100-
plus suppliers sharing 
in excess of $6 million 
per year.

A: Straw bales are 
conveyed to the boiler, 
where they are shredded 
before being burned at 
high temperatures. 

B: The facility in Spain 
burns 160,000 tonnes  
of straw per year. 

Why hasn’t straw-fuelled generation 
been adopted in Australia before? 
In my view, the fundamental business model, 

with a sharing of benefits, has been missing. 

YBE has addressed this problem with an 

innovative approach, where we’ve set up  

a cooperative-style business model with  

the local suppliers. 

What was the inspiration for this? 
The model came out of an idea we had  

about what would make the local farmers/

suppliers comfortable, and the open book 

and profit-sharing part of the model came 

from knowing the problems experienced  

by others in the biomass space. 

A

B
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By Emma Herd, 
IGCC 

Emma Herd is CEO at the Investor Group 
on Climate Change (IGCC). Prior to taking 
up the role, Emma spent 15 years at 
Westpac Bank, where she had a range  
of roles across carbon finance and 
emissions trading, ESG Risk assessment, 
public policy and sustainability strategy 
development. Emma has participated in  
a number of key forums, government and 
industry bodies relating to climate change 
and the environment. Emma is a Non-
Executive Director of the Carbon Market 
Institute and a member of the Cornerstone 
Capital Global Advisory Council. 

The World Climate Summit in Paris last year confirmed that investors and businesses 

are now keen to embrace the green age. 

JUMPING INTO THE  
CARBON NEUTRAL AGE

In the wall-to-wall media coverage of the 

United Nations Climate Change Conference 

in Paris last year, one detail was clear: 

business representatives and investors  

were there in force and supported a strong 

climate change agreement. 

For those observers who have been paying 

close attention, this should not have come as 

a surprise. The investment community have 

been increasingly vocal in calling for effective 

policies to support a smooth transition to  

a sustainable, low-carbon economy. 

Managing carbon is one of the most 

significant structural reforms currently 

taking place across the global economy.  

The desire to limit global warming to two 

degrees is changing the way industry 

operates. Whether through technological, 

regulatory or market-based reform, the risks 

and opportunities of climate change will 

impact all industry sectors at all levels of  

the economy. As a result, money is moving, 

risk is being re-priced and shareholders  

are engaging with their investments. And 

these trends are accelerating. 

THE SIZE OF THE PRIZE
It is not all about risk mitigation. Investors 

are also looking for new sources of low-

carbon growth and low-emissions returns. 

Many of the policies recently agreed to in 

Paris have some serious implications for 

future investment. 

Analysis released in January this year  

by Bloomberg New Energy Finance (BNEF) 

found that global new investment in clean 

energy jumped to a record US$329 billion in 

2015, with the Asia-Pacific region accounting 

for more than half the investment. China 

delivered the largest clean energy investor, 

accounting for US$111 billion, and solar 

attracted the largest chunk of that funding. 

The report Mapping the Gap, published  

by CERES in January, found that under  

a business-as-usual scenario, investment  

in new renewable power generation would be 

projected to reach $6.9 trillion over 25 years. 

But as the world works to achieve the 2°C 

goals of the Paris agreement, new levels of 

investment are expected to increase that to  

a US$12.1 trillion investment opportunity. 

PARIS, FRANCE, 30 November, 2015: Hard work  
in the press centre during the 21st session of the 
United Nations Climate Change Conference. 
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Clearly, the Paris agreement has sent  

a strong signal to the market that the 

trajectory for future economic growth  

will be low carbon. And the market has  

heard that call loud and clear. 

FROM THE GLOBAL TO THE LOCAL
While the dollar figures involved in 

transitioning to a low-carbon economy  

can seem staggeringly large, and there is  

no doubt that many investors are taking 

many positive steps, in local markets the 

investment landscape has been a lot more 

challenging. It would be fair to say that the 

politics of carbon, and in particular the 

recent review and revision of the Renewable 

Energy Target (RET), has effectively  

frozen investment in renewable energy  

in Australia over the past 18 months or so. 

The BNEF research mentioned earlier 

found that in 2015, new investment in 

Australia’s renewable energy rose 16 per 

cent to $4.27 billion, slightly higher than  

in 2014 but well shy of the $7 billion-plus 

invested each year between 2010 and  

2013. This would indicate there is still  

a fair amount of work to be done rebuilding 

investor confidence in local opportunities. 

But from the start of 2016, there does 

appear to be some positive momentum. The 

Government has committed to maintaining 

the Clean Energy Finance Corporation 

(CEFC) along with the Australian Renewable 

Energy Agency (ARENA), albeit with 

substantively reduced funding for grant 

making. These bodies have played a valuable 

role in decreasing the risk of early stage 

technologies, aggregating smaller 

technologies into investment-scale vehicles 

and increasing momentum for renewable 

energy and energy efficiency investments  

in Australia. Today, they look set to continue 

to broaden their participation in the 

financing of the renewable energy market. 

There is no shortage of investor appetite 

for investment in low-emissions technologies 

and clean energy, but getting the policy 

signals and investment settings to align 

again will take a little time. 

COMMUNITY CAMPAIGNS  
ARE GROWING 
It is not just the top-down policy signals  

that are changing investor behaviour.  

In recent years, we have seen rapid  

growth in community campaigns that  

super funds should be transitioning  

to a low-carbon economy. NGOs and 

grassroots community groups have  

called for investors to divest away from  

high-carbon fossil fuel industries and have 

shone a spotlight on super funds and banks 

and their response to climate change. 

Super funds have responded in a number 

of ways. Some funds have chosen to  

move out of high-carbon or fossil fuel 

investments. Others have chosen to  

enhance their corporate engagement 

programs to explicitly engage with the 

companies they own on their approach  

to climate change. And many more  

are working to integrate carbon risk 

management into their strategic asset 

allocation policies and processes.  

These are live, dynamic conversations, 

taking place right across the investment 

spectrum on a global scale. 

IN A NUTSHELL 
The Paris agreement issued both a loud 

market signal and a challenge to investors:  

If you want to manage your carbon risk,  

you need to invest in carbon solutions. 

Pension fund members and the community 

increasingly want to know where their money 

is being invested and will continue to demand 

greater transparency on the steps super  

funds are taking to respond to climate change. 

The market has heard the call and is  

now actively looking for clean-energy 

investments. Many national and local  

market challenges remain, but there is 

increasing willingness and investor appetite 

to find the financial solutions required  

to decarbonise the global economy. 

There is no shortage  
of investor appetite  
for investment in low-
emissions technologies 
and clean energy. 

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

877 1,426 1,697 1,488 1,660 2,555 5,449 6,736 5,931 5,352 2,565 2,968

FIGURE 1: TOTAL NEW CLEAN ENERGY INVESTMENT IN AUSTRALIA (USD M)

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance
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Once quoted as saying the world needs five Elon Musks every decade, activist-cum-solar tycoon 

Danny Kennedy talks to EcoGeneration about being a clean energy entrepreneur in the US, and 

how Australian businesses can capitalise on the advent of ‘Clean Energy 2.0’. 

DANNY KENNEDY ON THE 
NEW CLEAN ENERGY ECONOMY

Although his name is now synonymous 

with the solar installer company 

Sungevity, that he co-founded, Danny 

Kennedy was an activist long before he  

was an entrepreneur. Starting out as  

a director of Project Underground, Mr 

Kennedy campaigned to support Indigenous 

communities resist mining and oil operations, 

before he went on to manage a team of  

35 activists in his capacity as Campaigns 

Manager at Greenpeace Australia Pacific. 

Establishing the California-based 

Sungevity was the next pivotal part of Mr 

Kennedy’s overarching plan to push for 

environmental market solutions. Pioneer  

of the Remote Solar Design tool that  

offers a quote and system design options 

without the need to visit a home, Sungevity 

operates in the United States and Europe. 

“Part of my theory on social change is 

that we actually need business to be creating 

climate solutions as much as anything else.” 

He credits the partnership formed with 

fellow clean energy industry professionals 

Andrew Birch and Alec Guettel as key to the 

company’s tremendous success. 

“After years of being an activist, I decided 

to start a business and, rather than trying to 

do it alone, I found the right team to make it 

happen. It’s always about the team — never 

about the individual.” 

Mid last year, Mr Kennedy left his Executive 

Vice President role at Sungevity to become 

head of the California Clean Energy Fund — 

otherwise known as CalCEF. CalCEF started out 

as an impact investment fund, but now works  

to broadly facilitate entrepreneurship and 

financial flows in the clean energy industry. 

Mr Kennedy shares his thoughts on why 

the US offers a more conducive environment 

for clean energy entrepreneurs, but why it 

can still afford to learn a thing or two from 

Australia when it comes to the residential 

solar market. 

WHY DID YOU MAKE THE MOVE  
TO CALIFORNIA? 
The California Solar Initiative (CSI), a 

program that offered cash back for installing 

solar on your home or business, is what 

prompted us to start Sungevity in California. 

I was lucky because I had lived and worked  

in California in 2001 when I campaigned  

for San Francisco’s Solar Energy Initiative,  

a ballot measure to provide $100 million  

for the installation of solar panels on city-

owned buildings, wind turbines and energy-

conservation technologies. Since then, the 

market has warmed up and is much more 

open to further innovation, so now there’s 

even more opportunity to grow the business 

without the rebates. 

The Australian industry has a lot of 

experience relevant to America, especially  

in the rooftop solar industry. So I think that 

more Aussies should come try California — 

given their depth of experience in 

integrating small roofs to the grid. 

WHY DOES CLEAN ENERGY 
INNOVATION THRIVE IN THE US? 
Clean energy innovation thrives in the US 

because of its culture of entrepreneurship. 

There’s more risk capital available and 

there’s more acceptance of being allowed  

to try and fail as a company, whereas  

that may have a bit of a stigma in Australia. 

But I think Australians can be really 

ingenious entrepreneurs. 

The bigger difference is that California 

also has had more consistent, long-term 

leadership on clean energy policy. There 

have been 35 years of government policy 

promoting this stuff — from energy efficiency 

to distributed generation and storage —  

and that’s been certain and predictable. 

Also, the US and California, more 

specifically, do a lot of research and 

development and have other industry 
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Mid last year, Mr Kennedy left his Executive Vice 
President role at Sungevity to become head of the 
California Clean Energy Fund. 

We actually need business to  
be creating climate solutions  
as much as anything else.
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support mechanisms. They do the same for 

other technologies and sectors, including 

fossil fuels, but Australia has been beholden 

to coal and gas for way too long. 

Rebate programs like the CSI and efforts 

like the SunShot Initiative, a Federal 

Government program that awards funds  

to help the solar industry become more  

cost-competitive, have helped the industry 

grow. So there’s policy backed by a budget, 

something Australia just never really had. 

They keep cutting programs like CSIRO  

and not funding them to the level that  

they need in order to be taken seriously. 

WHAT COULD THE US SOLAR 
INDUSTRY LEARN FROM AUSTRALIA?
Australia could learn from the diversity of 

the American solar industry. There’s solar 

generation installed on commercial and 

industrial rooftops along with residential 

installation, whereas Australia has been 

mostly residential until recently. 

Around 99 per cent of Australia’s solar 

installs until last year were residential, 

whereas the US has been pretty evenly  

split for years between residential roofs, 

commercial and industrial roofs, as well as 

ground-mounted industrial installations. 

The US industry has also done a lot of 

massive, ground-mounted solar farms, which 

A: Mr Kennedy participated in a protest blocking  
then Prime Minister John Howard in his office to  
call attention to the Australian Government’s close 
ties with the coal industry. 

B: In 1995, Mr Kennedy protested the expansion  
of motorways in Sydney. Dressed as a priest,  
he is pictured here administering “last rites”  
to the bushland. 

has only just begun in the Australian market. 

The mix in America means a more stable 

business environment for the solar industry. 

There are more segments and opportunities 

to go after. 

On the other hand, America has a lot  

to learn from Australia — especially in the 

residential market. For example, Australia 

has a lot more density in solar rooftops — 

some suburbs have solar panels on 50  

per cent of the houses, so the industry is 

becoming more sophisticated with analytics, 

running real-time experiments and learning 

how to take advantage of solar for all loads. 

So many lessons can be learned. 

WHAT’S THE INDUSTRY’S BIGGEST 
PROBLEM IN AUSTRALIA? 
Australia’s clean energy industry has 

suffered from poor political leadership in 

Canberra. The policymakers don’t seem  

to understand the value of clean energy. 

This is just not the way the world is going — 

clean energy is cheaper and more job dense, 

so it’s better from a political point of view. 

For the past decade, Australia’s politicians 

have ignored the signals and decided to be 

beholden to coal at great peril to the whole 

country. The Australian clean energy 

industry is pretty exempt from blame, in  

my view. They’ve done as well as they can  

in very adverse conditions. 

We’ll continue to see the transition taking 

root everywhere. More money has been 

flowing into clean energy for the past three 

years than new, dirty energy projects 

worldwide. Clean energy projects already 

compete in many places without government 

support. If government support were 

removed from fossil fuels, clean energy 

projects would compete everywhere. 

DESCRIBE THE TRANSITION FROM 
CLEAN ENERGY 1.0 TO CLEAN 
ENERGY 2.0... 
Clean Energy 1.0 was the hardware-oriented 

sales of technology products. Clean Energy 

2.0 is the sales of the service that comes 

from those technology products — the 

electricity, the mobility service and the 

things that will help us do what we do for 

less and with less pollution and pain. The 

transition from Clean Energy 1.0 to Clean 

Energy 2.0 describes a renewed focus  

on customer experience and services  

that are generated through hardware. 

This is a classic industry cycle — if you 

remember, personal computer sales used  

to be all about the motherboard and some 

technical specification, after which they 

A

B
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turned into what computers could do for 

someone and how they made them feel.  

The cool factor of Apple, for example,  

over the PC was at least in part about an 

emotional resonance as well as the better 

software experience. 

That new focus means we’re able to help 

shape the future of energy to benefit 

everyone. We’re not just replacing dirty  

fuels and combating climate change, we’re 

building a new global economy where clean 

energy is affordable and accessible. And  

we can create service offerings that are 

more than just the sum of the parts of the 

solar system and electrons sold. 

For example, community ownership and 

innovative models are part of Clean Energy 

2.0 in the transport and electricity service 

spheres. An example is Powerhive — a 

company where I serve on the board which 

offers a new solution to rural electrification 

in Africa. It has created a microgrid 

technology platform and business model 

based around remote energy access  

markets — delivering renewable electricity  

to communities far beyond the reach of  

grid infrastructure. 

Australian companies that want to 

capitalise on Clean Energy 2.0 should think 

about exporting to Asia — to countries  

such as Indonesia, China and India that  

are going through rapid energy transitions. 

There are lots of opportunities to help 

those countries leapfrog last century’s 

dirty, centralised, fossil fuel-based power 

plants and democratise the benefits of 

clean energy. 

WHO ARE YOUR ROLE MODELS? 
My wife Miya Yoshitani is one of my role 

models and I’m not just saying that.  

She’s the Executive Director of the Asian 

Pacific Environmental Network, which  

is an important environmental justice 

organisation — she is definitely the driving 

force in my life. 

We’re not just  
replacing dirty fuels 
and combating climate 
change, we’re building  
a new global economy. 

A: Mr Kennedy speaking at Global Green USA.

B: Mr Kennedy with Kevin de León, Acting California 
Senate President, and hedge fund manager-turned-
activist Tom Steyer at Global Green USA.

Another is Ken Saro-Wiwa, the Nigerian 

environmental activist executed in the 

1990s. He is known for saying from the 

gallows that the struggle continues, and  

so it does. 

Jeremy Leggett, Chairman of the Carbon 

Tracker Initiative. He’s been a mentor since  

I worked for him at Greenpeace in the early 

1990s. He inspires me with how dogged and 

persistent he is, with very smart strategies 

to ensure the world goes solar this century. 

Mohamed Nasheed, former President  

of the Maldives. He’s been one of the 21st 

century’s leading advocates for truth and 

justice in relationship to his own country’s 

politics and climate change. He should be 

better known than he is — he’s a real hero. 

A

B
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Simon de Bell, Head of Business Development and Account Management at ABB Australia Pty Ltd, 

discusses the latest trends in battery storage. 

Simon de Bell

STORAGE

One of the latest trends in the industry  

is the emergence of battery storage.  

How will battery storage and energy 

management change the PV market? 

Energy management activities are a 

proactive approach by energy users to 

balance their consumption with power 

availability, to take advantage of lower 

tariffs or to avoid increasing power usage. 

The trend of consumers exercising choice  

in the energy market started with the 

privatisation of state-owned energy  

utilities. Over the past seven years, 

electricity consumption by commercial  

and residential customers in the National 

Electricity Market (NEM) has reduced by 

more than 15 per cent as consumers have 

chosen more energy-efficient devices, 

reduced their energy usage for cooling  

and heating and increased their energy 

independence by installing PV panels. 

Battery storage offers a route to address 

the intermittent nature of solar-power 

generation. The price for battery storage is 

forecast to fall progressively over the next 

5-10 years as storage technology improves. 

This will reduce the levelled cost of energy 

for solar-electric generation at a time when 

conventional power may become less 

economic due to age and reduced utilisation.

We are seeing a convergence of distributed 

solar, micro grid, smart grid and energy 

storage. How well is ABB placed to address 

this trend? 

ABB has more than 100 years of experience 

working with the utilities sector. This  

helped ABB anticipate and prepare for the 

move towards a more distributed energy 

distribution model. From 2010 to 2014, ABB 

acquired companies such as Power One,  

one of the top two domestic PV inverter 

manufacturers worldwide, and Power Corp, 

which has an automation software solution 

that enables the effective integration  

of renewable and conventional diesel 

generation sources. These acquisitions 

complemented ABB’s R&D expenditure  

of more than US$1.5 billion in areas such  

as large-scale inverters, energy storage,  

grid stabilisation, power regulation,  

energy monitoring and control, and 

improved energy-efficient devices. 

Business partnerships are also an 

important element in ABB’s approach to  

the changing energy-distribution market.  

In 2015, ABB announced a strategic alliance 

with Hitachi so that ABB’s pioneering  

High Voltage Direct Current transmission 

technology, and expertise in integrating 

renewable energy sources, can be made 

available in Japan. In the energy storage 

area, ABB and Samsung are committed to 

promote modular and scalable microgrid 

solutions, broadening access to electricity  

in emerging markets and more remote areas. 

In Australia, ABB is proud to work with 

AusNet Services on a two-year trial of a 1 MW 

Grid Energy Storage System comprising  

a Li-on battery system designed to assist 

peak demand management. 

What current R&D underpins ABB’s 

technological innovations in the solar 

industry, in particular in the mega  

inverter realm? 

ABB has designed a new outdoor 2 MW 

inverter with a maximum input voltage  

of 1,500 V DC. It features a unique self-

contained cooling system. This product  

will truly be a landmark among outdoor 

inverters, securing the highest return on 

investment for the owner of the solar plant. 

Additionally, ABB continues to develop  

its central inverter software in order to  

fulfil the increasingly detailed grid code 

requirements, thereby providing the greatest 

levels of compatibility with microgrids. 

Simon de Bell was appointed Country 
Business Development Manager for ABB 
in Australia in 2011. His role in strategy 
and business development involves 
driving global and local growth initiatives 
including local mergers and acquisitions 
and skills development. Prior to this 
appointment, Simon led the Process 
Automation Division in Australia. 

HOLDING POWER
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What is the next frontier for ABB’s range 

of solar inverters? 

The ABB REACT range of PV single-phase 

grid-connected inverter storage products 

will be available in Australia in 2016.  

REACT is a compact, easily installed  

2.0 kWh Li-ion modular battery system  

that can be expanded up to three times.  

It incorporates all the features of ABB’s 

family of string inverters, including Multi 

Power Point Tracking. 

ABB is evolving the system component 

technology in its utility scale system to help 

lower costs, pushing the output frontier from 

1,000 V DC to 1,500 V DC. This is expected to 

reduce system losses and lower the balance 

of plant costs, a further step on the journey 

of delivering utility-sized solar facilities at 

grid parity. ABB switches, circuit breakers, 

contactors, surge-protection products and 

voltage/current sensors are designed to 

operate at 1,500 V DC. This is an example of 

how ABB’s industrial and transport process 

experience is applicable to new utility-scale 

solar applications, where products have to 

cope with high temperatures, potentially  

bi-directional current flow and increased 

current levels without compromising  

safety or reliability. 

One of the challenges that comes with  

the move from centralised to distributed 

generation is the ability to ramp up or down 

load within the network to maintain grid 

stability. ABB’s Active Site technology  

is able to integrate virtual power plants, 

relying on fast-running algorithms to 

optimise despatch and load profiles so the 

weather has a minimal impact on supply. 

What do you foresee as the next major 

trend in renewables? 

If you consider the transport revolution, 

society moved from journeys by horse, cart 

and stagecoach to travel by rail, in which 

people could cover large distances relatively 

quickly, albeit along pre-defined routes.  

The advent of the automobile some 70 years 

later changed transport again. Individuals 

became prosumers, able to choose where 

Management of the grid has become more complex, with many more 
‘power plants’ feeding into a shared network. 

they wanted to travel. Much commerce 

moved to road rather than rail, and rail 

companies were forced to adapt or perish. 

The electricity supply industry is in  

the throes of a similar revolution. Energy 

providers are trying to change to energy 

service companies. Management of the grid 

has become more complex, with many more 

‘power plants’ feeding into a shared network. 

The uniform, one-directional market has 

become segmented on the supply and 

demand side. Consumers demand supply 

continuity, flexibility and competitive pricing.  

Greater living density in our urban centres 

means that roof spaces and other communal 

areas are shared. We are likely to see 

increased interest in communal renewable 

energy projects and the rise of small energy 

companies who take on the responsibility  

of managing supply and demand for small 

groups. In new commercial parks, we may 

see energy developers partnering with 

commercial developers, with the former 

providing an integrated energy supply, 

storage and demand management solution 

for all lessors in the facility. It is only a short 

step from there before we could see electric 

vehicles, both private cars and public buses, 

becoming the normal way to commute to  

and from these commercial centres. 

The next trend is quite likely to be a 

growth of larger (greater than 500 kWh) 

behind-the-meter energy supply and  

storage solutions. 

ABB’s REACT 2.0 kWh Li-ion modular battery system.
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Clean Energy Council Accreditation 

Manager Sandy Atkins said the new 

guidelines brought together about half  

a dozen different standards affecting 

battery storage. 

“Battery systems have additional risks 

associated with their installation, including 

electric shock hazards, energy hazards  

and chemical hazards,” Mr Atkins said. 

“It is important that industry professionals 

take these extremely seriously and operate in 

a way that ensures the safety of themselves, 

their colleagues and consumers. The new 

guidelines are written in plain language  

and greatly simplify the process to help 

installers comply with safety standards.  

The document includes methods for 

arranging batteries and addressing risk  

for different types of batteries,” he said. 

The guidelines will have a six-month 

phase-in period before becoming a 

requirement for installers who are 

accredited for battery installation to  

follow from October 2016. 

They can be viewed online here: www.

solaraccreditation.com.au/installers/

compliance-and-standards/accreditation-

guidelines.html. 

NEW GUIDELINES 
INTRODUCED FOR  
BATTERY STORAGE
The Clean Energy Council introduced new installation guidelines for battery storage in April, 

greatly simplifying the process for installers. 
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HOME ENERGY STORAGE WORKSHOP 

The Clean Energy Council is holding 
workshops and training courses on 
15 June on the recycling, transport 
and warehousing of home energy 
storage devices. 

The organisation’s Technical  
and Compliance Specialist Luke 
Pickles discusses why this part  
of the story is so important for  
this rapidly emerging industry. 

Why is storage important for the 
renewable energy sector? 
Home energy storage is a  
new technology with huge 
implications for the way  
everyone uses electricity. 

And of course it’s a perfect 
complement to renewable energy, 
whether that’s the kind people 
generate themselves from their 
solar panels or larger-scale storage 
attached to a wind or solar farm. 

A lot of policymakers are getting 
charged up about storage as  
well, and Victorian Energy Minister 
Lily D’Ambrosio has confirmed  
that she will open the event. 

Why is there so much interest, 
given not many systems have  
been installed yet? 
Almost no-one predicted the sudden 
success of solar power a decade  
ago, and so everyone was taken  
by surprise. 

With storage, it’s the reverse — 
everyone knows it’s coming and  
that it will be a big market. We have 
a fantastic opportunity to get some 

good systems and regulation in 
place before the technology 
becomes mainstream. 

The industry is currently thinking 
very carefully about all aspects  
of home battery storage, from 
transport and installation through  
to ongoing servicing and recycling. 

Why is there a need for a workshop 
such as this? 
Home battery storage is an exciting 
technology of the future, but  
these systems are not risk-free.  
it’s extremely important that  
these systems are transported, 
stored and installed correctly.  
Safety is paramount for industry 
professionals and consumers,  
and this event will bring together 
companies, installers, safety 
regulators and government 
policymakers to get a better 
understanding of what best  
practice is and how they can  
make it part of their business. 

What will people learn?
The morning workshop will look at 

predictions for battery use and 
disposal out to 2030, as well as 
current regulations for transport 
and warehousing of products, 
recycling options and what we 
believe are the current regulatory 
and infrastructure gaps. 

The training in the afternoon  
is specifically on the transport  
of battery systems, across road,  
rail, sea and air. 

Why is recycling important? 
Some great end-of-life recycling 
programs already exist for  
lithium-ion batteries from  
laptops and mobile phones. 

These give us some great  
bones to build on, but they  
will need to be expanded in  
a big way if home energy  
storage takes off in the next  
few years, as many people  
are predicting. The good news  
is we have an opportunity to  
work together and develop  
a world-class system before the 
technology becomes mainstream. 

Date: Wednesday, 15 June

Time: Workshop: 8.30am - 1.00pm. Training: 2.00pm –  5.00pm

Venue: Clean Energy Council, Level 15,  
 222 Exhibition Street, Melbourne 3000

Cost: Workshop ticket: $60 for members, $80 for non-members 

  Training session: $80 for members, $100 for non-members

 Workshop + training: $130 for members, $160 for non-members

Web: www.cleanenergycouncil.org.au/events/upcoming-cec-events/
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Ensuring a wind farm is legally sound, communicating clearly with surrounding communities and 

developing a plan B in the event of a merits appeal are some of the ways in which wind developers 

can obtain approval for their projects. 

GIVING WIND FARM 
PROJECTS THE BEST SHOT 

A multitude of factors need to be addressed 

before a wind farm can be built. 
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Peter Briggs, Head of the Environment, 

Planning and Communities team at 

Herbert Smith Freehills, talks about the 

lessons he’s learned from advising on  

a wide range of diverse wind farm projects  

in Victoria and NSW — including Gullen 

Range, White Rock, Silverton, Crookwell  

1 and 2, Paling Yards, Ungula, Sapphire, 

Hornsdale and many others. 

VICTORIA THE MOST DIFFICULT 
STATE FOR APPROVALS 
Mr Briggs says Victoria takes the gong for 

having the most onerous wind planning 

policies and assessment processes, followed 

by NSW — although policies in Victoria  

have been revised slightly in recent times. 

“For example, the Victorian Labor Premier 

Daniel Andrews has announced changes  

to wind farm planning laws, which wind  

back the requirement to obtain consent  

from houses within 2 km of turbines to  

a more realistic 1 km.” 

Apart from the reduction of mandatory 

wind turbine setbacks to dwellings, the 

Victorian Minister for Planning has been 

reinstated as the approval authority  

for all wind energy projects and related 

transmission line infrastructure — 

underlining the fact that renewable  

energy is a matter of state significance  

that requires a state-wide approach. 

NSW IN THE PROCESS OF 
PROVIDING CLARITY 
The NSW Department of Planning and 

Environment is still in the process of 

providing the industry with some much 

needed certainty on the status of the draft 

Wind Farm Planning Guidelines, which  

have created confusion for proponents, 

opponents and decision-makers. 

New South Wales is seeking to impose  

a setback distance of at least 2 km, although 

it goes one step further and outlines 

strict requirements around community 

Peter Briggs advises major corporate 
and government clients on large and 
complex matters that demand a 
creative, strategic and commercial 
approach to environment and planning 
issues. He assists clients with obtaining 
all planning, environment and 
regulatory approvals for major energy, 
resource, infrastructure and urban 
development projects by providing 
strategic and integrated land access 
and approvals advice. He also conducts 
planning and environmental litigation. 

Peter Briggs, 
Head of the 
Environment, 
Planning and 
Communities 
team, Herbert 
Smith Freehills
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consultation, visual amenities, noise, health, 

decommissioning, auditing and compliance. 

“One interesting development in NSW is 

that the Department has been beefing up its 

enforcement and compliance capacity, and is 

taking a much more aggressive position on 

compliance, especially during construction,” 

Mr Briggs says. 

“This is matched by some very large new 

penalties and enforcement powers.” 

In NSW, the Planning Assessment 

Commission (PAC) is the approval body  

for all wind farm projects — ensuring the 

community has a full opportunity to be 

heard before PAC makes a decision on 

whether to give its approval to a project. 

Where requested to do so by the NSW 

Department of Planning and Environment, 

PAC may also be directed by the Minister  

to hold a public hearing, according to Mr 

Briggs. Currently, this only happens for 

mining projects. A public hearing would 

prevent objectors from bringing merit 

appeals in the Land and Environment  

Court of NSW. 

PRACTISE DUE DILIGENCE FROM 
THE START 
Mr Briggs says wind farm developers  

would typically fulfil the below criteria  

to ensure their projects have the best 

chance of succeeding: 

✔ Ensure the wind farm is framed on legally 

and technically sound foundations from  

the outset. 

✔ Assemble the best legal and expert team 

at the start to ensure a smooth planning and 

approval process. 

✔ Ensure the environmental assessment 

process is as robust as possible. 

✔ Have clear plans about how and what to 

communicate with neighbours. 

✔ Guarantee that the technical assessment, 

planning, property and communications 

teams work closely with the expert legal 

team to give the project the best chance  

of being approved. 

✔ Take a strategic and integrated approach 

to land access and approvals so these 

threads are skillfully linked. 

Mr Briggs says community consultation is 

key, following contentious communications 

pathways that are often reported between 

wind farm developers and local communities.

“It helps to be able to show that you have 

taken proactive steps, above and beyond 

legal requirements, to engage with and 

consult the local community,” Mr Briggs says. 

“Consideration should also be given to  

the possibility of entering into neighbour 

agreements with adjoining landholders  

in relation to the wind farm,” he adds. 

The Department of Planning and 

Environment is encouraging developers to 

go to some lengths to demonstrate attempts 

to negotiate agreements with neighbours 

about impacts before approval is given. 

Such agreements can share some of the 

benefits of the project with people who lie 

outside the immediate project area. For 

example, earlier this year, the NSW Office  

of Environment and Heritage commissioned 

Ernst & Young to conduct a study into the 

tangible advantages of utilising benefit 

sharing mechanisms. 

An article titled ‘Obtaining the social 

licence to operate’ in the October 2015 

edition of EcoGeneration outlines the most 

innovative ways to empower and involve 

local communities. Landowner payments, 

the rent proximity model, community co-

ownership and community ownership are  

the various types of mechanisms being 

utilised to increase the levels of community 

input into decision-making. 

PREPARING FOR A MERITS APPEAL
Failing initial approval of a wind farm,  

a merits appeal will take place. A merits 

appeal requires the Court to reconsider  

the full merits of the project. 

“I strongly believe that every wind farm 

developer should prepare from the outset  

on the assumption that a merits appeal of 

It helps to be able to 
show that you have 
taken proactive steps, 
above and beyond  
legal requirements,  
to engage with and 
consult the local 
community. 

The planning approvals process for state-significant 
developments in NSW. 

Define the project1

Preliminary stakeholder consultation2

Secretary’s assessment requirements3

Prepare environmental impact statement (EIS)4

Public exhibition of EIS and submissions5

Response to submissions report (and potential re-exhibition) 6

Departmental assessment report and draft conditions7

Referral to Planning and Assessment Commission (PAC)8

Determination by the PAC9

NSW PLANNING APPROVALS - SSD PROCESS
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some sort could be commenced in relation to 

their project,” Mr Briggs says. 

In his experience, key merit issues likely to 

be raised in any wind farm’s appeal include:

• noise impacts 

• perceived health impacts

• visual impacts 

• biodiversity, including  

collision risks for birds 

• planning issues.  

“The possibility of a merits appeal 

requires the preparation of a ‘plan B’ to 

ensure that wind farm developers are  

ready to respond quickly and effectively. 

“A plan B is to have a robust defensive 

strategy ready to go if a merits appeal  

is commenced.” 

As part of this strategy, Mr Briggs says 

wind farm developers should consider a 

couple of points to ensure they are amply 

prepared for the worst-case scenario.  

Firstly, they should ensure all environmental 

assessment reports are based on robust  

and recognised methodologies that are able 

to withstand external scrutiny. And secondly, 

they should engage independent experts  

in accordance with the rules of the court, 

where necessary. 

RISKS OF A MERITS APPEAL 
Cost blowouts and project delays are the 

commonly cited by-products of being forced 

to undergo a merits appeal. Additionally, and 

more worryingly, Mr Briggs says this appeals 

process also increases the risk the project’s 

approval may be refused or granted on 

commercially unacceptable conditions. 

“While I am not aware of any outright 

refusal by the Land and Environment Court 

of planning approval for a wind farm project 

in NSW, there have certainly been instances 

where the Court has imposed conditions 

which are less than optimal, or which make 

construction or operations more difficult.” 

In Victoria, the state government has 

implemented arrangements that are very 

similar to what were in place under the 

former State Labor Government, whereby  

an independent panel conducts a planning 

merits inquiry into the wind farm proposal 

before the Minister for Planning makes  

his final decision. 

While an independent inquiry may extend 

the period for obtaining planning permits, 

once issued, the wind farm developer  

will have greater certainty in that no  

merit appeals to the Victorian Civil and 

Administrative Tribunal will be available. 

In NSW, the Land and Environment Court 

has developed streamlined procedures  

that prevent appeals from dragging on for 

extended periods. 

“The practice usually involves a site visit 

on the first morning of the trial, followed  

by a town hall-style meeting where 

opponents have an opportunity to be  

heard in a relatively informal setting. 

“The use of expert ‘hot tubs’ — where all 

the experts give evidence at the same time 

— and court-appointed independent experts 

also saves hearing time,” Mr Briggs says. 

As a result of the recent Renewable 

Energy Target (RET) review, we are  

likely to see a number of new wind farm 

developments in 2016 and beyond. However, 

wind farm developers will continue to face 

enormous challenges while community 

opposition remains high and the legislative 

position remains largely unchanged. 

Wolf Energy is one of the most innovative and experienced 

contractors in the renewable energy industry.

This has resulted in Wolf Energy developing dedicated 

teams to drive cost effectiveness through the full range  

of energy services. Wolf Energy is a contractor with the 

experience, flexibility and knowledge from PPA negotiation, 

concept and detailed design, through to procurement, 

construction, commissioning and long-term operations  

and maintenance.

Wolf Energy
Working Better Together

CONTACT

1300 262 110

contact@wolfenergy.com.au

www.wolfenergy.com.au
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THE CHANGING ROLE OF 
TRANSMISSION IN AUSTRALIA’S 
ENERGY FUTURE 
Nicola Falcon
Group Manager, Planning, at AEMO 
As Australia’s national electricity planner, 

the Australian Energy Market Operator 

(AEMO) oversees the strategic development 

of the national electricity grid. This includes 

modelling and advising on how markets 

might best develop to meet the energy 

needs of the future. 

The National Electricity Market (NEM) 

The Clean Energy Council’s third annual Wind Industry Forum, held in March, was a sold-out 

success. It featured eight sessions from the best and brightest presenters in the industry.  

These are some of the highlights. 

 BREATH OF FRESH AIR

operates on one of the world’s longest 

interconnected power systems, stretching 

from Port Douglas in Queensland to Port 

Lincoln in South Australia and across  

Bass Strait to Tasmania — a distance of 

around 5,000 km. 

AEMO’s 2015 National Electricity 

Forecasting Report (NEFR) revealed 

electricity consumption is forecast to rise  

by an average 2.1 per cent per annum over 

the next three years, largely as a result  

of Liquid Natural Gas (LNG) projects in 

Queensland and population growth, not  

per capita growth, across the NEM. 

Rooftop photovoltaic (PV) emerged as  

a key theme in the 2015 NEFR, with forecast 

uptake in rooftop PV over the short-term  

set to move maximum demand times to later 

in the day in Queensland and Victoria, and 

shift the winter peak in Tasmania to the 

evening. The shift to an evening maximum 

demand peak has already started to occur  

in South Australia, which has the highest 

penetration of rooftop PV in the NEM. 

However, rooftop PV is not the sole driver 

of change. The electricity supply generation 

mix has transformed considerably over the 

past five years to include a much higher 

percentage of wind. The challenge for  

the industry will be to integrate these 

renewable energy sources into the grid, 

while maintaining the levels of reliability  

and power quality consumers expect. 

NEW WIND ENERGY REGULATIONS 
Kyra Reznikov
Head of Environment,  
Climate Change & Planning,  
at Finlaysons Lawyers
Wind farm planning law around Australia  

has been in a constant state of evolution 

over the past few years, as all levels of 

government seek to establish processes for 

the assessment and approval of wind farms.

In Victoria, there have been a number of 

positive changes to streamline the approval 

of wind farms: 
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• The consent from the owner of an 

existing dwelling is now only required  

for proposed turbines within 1km of  

the dwelling. 

• Responsibility for assessing new permit 

applications for wind farms and for 

associated powerlines has been given  

to the Minister for Planning. 

• Certain applications for amendments  

to wind farm permits that were issued 

under the Minister’s call-in powers are 

exempt from the panel process. 

In South Australia, the grant of a wind farm 

lease for turbine areas and cable corridors  

has previously needed separate approval as  

a subdivision. This has caused project risks 

and delays where subdivision of rural land  

is a non-complying development at risk of 

refusal, and where the subdivision approval 

has been subject to third-party appeal rights. 

New regulations exclude leases for wind 

turbines and associated infrastructure from 

the requirement to get subdivision approval.  

A broader exemption for leases over portion of 

an allotment for non-residential purposes can 

also assist hybrid projects or those involving 

other renewable energy sources, such as solar.  

BENEFITS OF HYBRID WIND  
AND SOLAR 
Steve Nethery
Technical Services Manager  
at Goldwind 
The fixed costs of building a solar farm  

can be significantly reduced by co-locating 

solar at existing wind farms. By utilising 

development experience, shared 

infrastructure and complementary 

generation at Gullen Range and White  

Rock wind farms in New South Wales, 

Goldwind has been able to reduce solar 

project costs. 

Goldwind purchased Gullen Range wind 

farm in 2011 and completed construction  

by the end of 2014. This development 

required land agreements, development 

approvals, grid connection, power purchase 

agreements, financing, yield analysis and  

full design/construction of the facility.  

This project-specific knowledge has been 

deployed to further develop the facility to 

include a solar farm. 

The solar farms being progressed by 

Goldwind will take advantage of existing 

infrastructure and resources at the wind 

farm. The infrastructure includes 33 kV 

substations, access tracks, operations and 

maintenance buildings, and communication 

networks. Wind farm operational staff can 

also perform maintenance on the solar farm. 

By connecting to the wind farm substation, 

grid connection costs of the solar farm are 

reduced. Connection to a stronger, higher 

voltage transmission network will simplify 

grid connection processes, reduce reactive 

plant requirements and utilise analysis that 

was performed to connect the wind farm. 

At White Rock wind farm, the output  

is limited to 170 MW at the point of 

connection. However, wind generation  

is highest, on average, at night time.  

The planned 20 MW of additional solar 

generation will complement the wind 

generation without significant curtailment 

due to coincident generation. 

Wind farm development experience, 

infrastructure and resources can be utilised 

to reduce costs of constructing new solar 

farms. Complementary generation resulting 

from solar and wind peaking at different 

times can help to add more value to the 

facility. Co-locating solar farms at existing 

wind facilities can improve the business  

case for both. 

SCHEDULING ERROR IN THE NEM
Claudia Williams
Team Leader, Operations Control 
Centre at Infigen Energy 
AEMO recently announced a scheduling 

error regarding the dispatch of semi-

scheduled wind farms in the NEM, which has 

resulted in the dispatch of semi-scheduled 

wind farms at lower levels since 2012. The 

Infigen OCC first noticed large oscillations  

in the dispatch targets being sent to Lake 

Bonney 2 and 3 in early 2015. This variation 

in the dispatch target triggered an internal 

investigation to determine the cause of 

these oscillations, as there was concern 

about increased wear to the turbines as  

they repeatedly stopped and started to  

meet these changing dispatch targets. 

Infigen determined that the oscillations  

in the dispatch targets were caused by the 

variation in the Unconstraint Intermittent 

Generation Forecast (UIGF) being calculated 

for the wind farms by the Australian Wind 

Energy Forecasting System (AWEFS). During 

each five-minute dispatch interval, AWEFS 

Wind farm development experience, 
infrastructure and resources can be  
utilised to reduce costs of constructing  
new solar farms. 
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calculates the maximum available generation 

level for each wind farm and then feeds the 

UIGF into the National Electricity Market 

Dispatch Engine (NEMDE). The UIGF is then 

used — along with bid information, local  

and network limitations — to calculate the 

dispatch targets for each of the semi-

scheduled wind farms. 

This UIGF is affected by whether or not 

the wind farm is being down-regulated 

(constrained), which AWEFS determines 

using information direct from the wind 

farms. During the investigation performed 

by the Infigen OCC, it was determined that 

using these checks, AWEFS was unable to 

consistently and correctly determine if the 

wind farm was being constrained. This has 

resulted in lower dispatch targets for semi-

scheduled wind farms across the NEM. 

AEMO have performed their own market-

wide investigation regarding this error and 

published their results in a scheduling error 

report. This report states the error has 

affected wind farms in NSW, Victoria, 

Tasmania and South Australia since March 

2012. The total lost generation from wind 

farms has been estimated as 54 GWh. 

In February this year, AEMO implemented 

an interim solution to the error, while a 

permanent solution is in the works. This 

proposed solution directly communicates 

the semi-dispatch cap flag to AWEFS and 

creates a new data point called the Local 

SCADA Limit in the Energy Conversion  

Model (ECM). This will allow AWEFS to 

correctly identify if the wind farm is being 

constrained. The added benefit of these 

changes is a reduction in dispatch errors 

which should reduce wind farm causer pays 

factors, which will reduce FCAS Regulation 

payments. This solution is expected to be 

completed by June this year. 

POWER PERFORMANCE 
VERIFICATION STANDARDS 
Katrina Swalwell
Senior Wind Engineer at Senvion 
Financiers of wind farms often require 

verification of power performance using 

measurements of the power output of the 

wind turbine, incoming wind speed and air 

density. The currently used standard (IEC 

61400-12-1) uses one meteorological mast, 

placed two to four rotor diameters away 

from the turbine under test, to measure  

the incoming undisturbed wind. In anything 

but very flat terrain, the wind will change 

between the mast location and the turbine. 

Therefore, in most circumstances an 

additional temporary mast is required at the 

turbine location before it’s installed. This 

allows a correlation to be made between  

the wind at the upstream IEC required 

location and the wind at the turbine location. 

The uncertainty in the determined power 

performance of the wind turbine on typical 

Australian sites is in the order of 4-6 per 

cent. However, the cost of the meteorological 

masts and the potential impacts to the wind 

farm build schedule have led to calls for an 

alternative technique. 

The international standard for measuring 

wind turbine power performance using 

nacelle-based anemometers (IEC 61400- 

12-2) was released in 2013. This new 

methodology aimed to make measuring  

the power performance of operating wind 

turbines quicker and less expensive. The 

relationship between the wind speed 

measured by the nacelle anemometers and 

the incoming wind needs to be determined, 

but in wind farms with similar terrain 

features this is only required to be done  

on one turbine, using one mast in simple 

terrain and two masts in complex terrain. 

However, there is high uncertainty in the 

measured wind speed using this technique 

due to the difficulty of determining the 

undisturbed incoming wind from the highly 

disturbed flow behind the wind turbine rotor. 

This leads to 15-30 per cent uncertainty in 

the determined power performance of the 

wind turbine, making this technique not 

suitable for most purposes. 

A new version of the mast-based 

measurement standard (IEC 61400-12-1 

Edition 2.0) is currently scheduled for 

release at the end of 2016. This will allow 

ground-based remote sensors (LIDAR or 

SODAR), provided the instruments have  

a high degree of accuracy, to be used in 

combination with a short onsite mast for 

power performance verification in flat 

terrain. In the longer term, nacelle-based 

forward facing LIDAR may make 

measurements of undisturbed wind from the 

wind turbine nacelle possible. This should 

make high accuracy nacelle-based power 

performance measurements possible. 

UNDERSTANDING AND PREDICTING 
TOPOGRAPHIC WAKE TURBULENCE
Keith Ayotte
Chief Technical Officer, Windlab
Wind turbines are often placed on ridges  

or hill crests to take advantage of the 

accelerated flow across higher terrain, 

significantly enhancing the economics of  

a wind farm. One unwelcome side effect of 

hilly terrain is the presence of turbulence 

shed from the lee side of terrain features. 

Wind turbines are  
often placed on ridges 
or hill crests to take 
advantage of the 
accelerated flow  
across higher terrain. 
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When this topographically generated 

turbulence impinges on downstream  

turbine placements, it can lead to reductions 

in power output in benign cases or 

catastrophic breakages in extreme cases. 

A number of methods can be used for 

predicting the presence and strength of 

topographic wake turbulence. A prudent, 

though perhaps not so common, method 

involves the combination of measurements 

and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) 

modelling. There are two types of models 

that can be used to model turbulence. The 

first is one in which the size and strength of 

turbulent eddies are derived based on the 

larger scale (mean) flow. In this method,  

the turbulence is a statistical quantity based 

on the mean flow and some mathematical 

relations describing the interaction of  

mean flow and turbulence. This method is 

relatively inexpensive in the computational 

sense and can be done in a commercial 

context. In the second method, which  

uses much higher resolution, each of  

the turbulent eddies is modelled. This is 

technically very challenging and almost 

unimaginably expensive in the amount  

of computation resources it requires.  

For example, one of these calculations may 

be run on tens of thousands of processors 

and take weeks to complete. So, it can 

realistically only be undertaken by scientists 

with frighteningly large computers. Is there  

a way we can take what we learn using the 

latter of the two models to improve the 

former and arrive at a solution to the 

problem that is cheap and easy enough  

to be used commercially? We think so. 

Using a combination of wind tunnel 

measurements, field measurements and 

very high resolution eddy resolving model 

calculations, we have modified the relations 

between turbulence and mean flow. These 

updated relations allow turbulence to be 

created in the simpler model, that is at  

a length scale (eddy size) that is driven by  

the pressure distribution around the hill. 

Getting these length scales right allows the 

turbulence to have the appropriate amount 

of energy when it is created and decay  

at a physically realistic rate as it moves 

downwind with the flow. Using these new 

relations allows us to predict turbulence 

levels across very rugged terrain to identify 

areas of potentially damaging turbulence. 

Measurements can then be made to confirm 

the modelling and progress turbine siting 

with much lower risk from topographic  

wake turbulence. 

TRANSGRID SUPPORTING  
LARGE-SCALE RENEWABLE  
ENERGY GENERATION 
Mal Coble
Group Manager, Business 
Diversification, at TransGrid
By investigating the role a network operator 

plays in enabling increased integration  

of renewables into the grid, TransGrid  

has an ambitious platform of initiatives 

aimed at supporting large-scale wind  

and solar generators. 

One of these programs is an investigation 

into the feasibility and benefits of developing 

a Renewable Energy Hub, facilitating the 

shared network connection costs for 

generators in a region. This work is being 

done with the support of the Federal 

Government’s Australian Renewable  

Energy Agency (ARENA) and the NSW 

Department of Environment and Heritage. 

With a high-voltage network that spans 

NSW, connecting 99 bulk access points in 

metropolitan and rural regions across the 

state, TransGrid is uniquely positioned  

to provide information and expertise for 

renewable generators seeking connection. 

A ‘hub’, or other type of shared 

connection, may provide a cost-effective 

alternative compared to individual stand-

alone connections. 

The first pilot of this concept is being 

investigated in the New England region  

of NSW, where multiple companies have 

publicly stated their desire to develop 

projects. TransGrid has already initiated  

an independently facilitated stakeholder 

workshop at Glen Innes during February  

as part of a feasibility study and concept 

investigation for a Renewable Energy  

Hub in the New England region. The New 

England community is well informed and 

broadly supportive of the Renewable Energy 

Hub as a concept, however, they noted  

the need for additional information for  

them to be fully informed and provide  

an opportunity to contribute even more. 

It is hoped concepts such as the hub 

encourage further investment in renewable 

energy generation, providing a framework 

that is repeatable in other suitable locations.

The key question in considering a hub 

concept is how to commercially 

accommodate a scenario where, due to 

project timelines, not all generators are  

able to commit at the time the hub is built. 

A high level socio-economic assessment 

was also undertaken to better understand 

the impacts of the overall investment made 

by all parties involved in any renewable hub 

infrastructure (hub station, transmission 

lines and collector systems) on local 

government areas. 

When deciding how to best develop  

the network and optimise the utilisation  

of its assets, there is an identified need  

for scale efficient connections in areas  

which offer superior renewable energy 

resources. By facilitating options such  

as local hubs, TransGrid hopes to address  

the challenges associated with designing, 

managing and operating increasingly 

decentralised electricity supply from 

renewable sources. 

It is hoped concepts such as the hub encourage 
further investment in renewable energy 
generation, providing a framework that  
is repeatable in other suitable locations. 
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THE ROAD TO MASS MARKET 
EV ADOPTION
Electric vehicles still only represent a tiny part of the automotive market, but all that is expected 

to change in coming years. Keen EV rider Nigel Morris gives a personal view of the factors 

working for and against EVs in Australia. 

Nigel Morris is the CEO of RoofJuice 
Australia and a long-time electric 
motorcycle enthusiast. 

Nigel Morris

Recently, Bloomberg New Energy Finance 

(BNEF) predicted that the mass market 

tipping point for EVs will arrive in around  

10 years (see box: ‘The EV tipping point’). 

The report suggested that mass market 

adoption is likely to happen faster than 

currently expected by many, and that pure 

economics will drive the growth. 

I have used an EV as my primary source of 

transport for almost four years now. While my 

preferred ride is an electric motorcycle rather 

than a car, the issues affecting wider adoption 

rates are very similar, and I’ve experienced the 

good and the bad. Let’s start with the good. 

PERFORMANCE
My personal view is that performance is crucial 

to the take-up of EVs, and in that sense EVs 

have absolutely arrived. Acceleration, speed 

and a positive “seat of the pants feel” is now, 

in the upper end of the EV market, at the levels 

of high-performance vehicles. 

My little bike (a 2014 Zero DS), which cost 

a respectable $20k, is capable of 0-100 km/h 

in around five seconds and is a bucketload  

of fun. I reckon I paid about a 20-30 per cent 

premium compared to a comparable internal 

combustion engine (ICE) bike, and the 

figures are similar in cars. 

Although it takes a little getting used to, 

the lack of noise and snarl in EVs is soon 

forgotten. We have become trained to 

associate sound with speed, but it’s amazing 

how fast this sense can be relearned in  

a new, whisper-quiet adrenaline rush. 

Ask anyone who has test-ridden good 
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A: The best-selling battery-powered EV over the past 
six years has been the Nissan Leaf.

B: The next generation of battery EVs — offering 
longer ranges and lower prices — will hit the market  
in the next 18 months, including the mid-priced 
Chevrolet Bolt. 

C: The best-selling hybrid EV (that is, a car with 
batteries that can be recharged but also a 
conventional engine) over the past six years  
has been the Chevrolet Volt. 

D: The Tesla Model 3, the company’s first mass market 
vehicle, was unveiled in March. 

A

B C

D

They get better every day... I believe take-up will be faster than many 
predicted — they go like stink without the stink.
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electric bikes and cars and they will almost 

always say the same thing: “Wow, awesome 

acceleration, just mind blowing” — and they 

get better every day. In my view, a lot of 

buyers experience and desire this emotional 

reaction and it’s a key reason I believe take-

up will be faster than many predicted — they 

go like stink without the stink. 

COST OF OWNERSHIP
This is harder to quantify across the board, 

but in my case I’ve already paid off the 

premium compared to my 2000 model 

1100cc V twin. Comparing the DS to a 

comparable new BMW F700 shows a 

payback of around 4-5 years. Almost half of 

the total savings (totalling $1,600 per year) 

are from maintenance costs, coming in at 

around 13 per cent of typical ICE bike costs. 

This is because there are so few mechanical 

parts to adjust and virtually none of the 

expendable items such as oils, air systems, 

ignition systems, gearbox and so on. More 

time riding, less time tuning and servicing. 

The next biggest cost is fuel costs. Using 

the past 12 months of fuel pricing at an 

average $1.30 per litre and assuming $0.25 

kWh for recharging, my running costs are 

almost 80 per cent lower than an ICE bike, 

saving me more than $500 a year per 10,000 

km. Of course, if you recharge from solar  

at around $0.10 kWh, or from free charging 

stations, the sums get substantially better. 

So, as BNEF suggests, the economics are 

powerful. But will this be the main driver  

of mass adoption? I’m not so sure. Some 

consumers buy vehicles based on their 

economics, but I would argue that the majority 

buy on passion. How it looks, how it feels, 

quality of ride — the desirability factor is a very 

powerful force in automotive purchasing. 

Now let’s look at the factors working 

against EV adoption. 

RANGE ANXIETY 
Okay, let’s deal with range anxiety and 

limitations. I’m a typical rider — I wish I did 

more long trips, but in truth I spend 99 per 

cent of my time commuting. I can and have 

pushed my range to the absolute limit, 

reaching a personal best of around 180 km 

on a single charge, but on a day-to-day  

level I have more than enough range. Yes, 

I have to be aware and I can’t just jump on 

Q&A: DR NIKOLAS SOULOPOULOS, BNEF

To find out more about the state of the EV industry, we spoke to Dr Nikolas Soulopoulos, Advanced Transport, 
Bloomberg New Energy Finance. 

How would you characterise the EV market? Where  
is most of the demand coming from? 

Last year, China’s EV sales grew by 250 per cent and 
Europe almost doubled. The combination of favourable 
policies and desirable models supported the market,  
and we see that continuing this year as well. 

What is the attitude to EVs in the general public?  
Are they taken seriously? 

Consumers are becoming more familiar with EVs, especially 
in countries beyond the early adopter phase. Presently,  
I believe that EVs are mostly used as either a second car  
in multi-vehicle households or specifically for city driving. 

What are the main forces holding back the large-scale 
transition to EVs? 

EVs are still more expensive to purchase than internal 
combustion engine cars and face further challenges  
in the deployment and availability of public charging 
infrastructure. Consumer acceptance — partly related  
to driving range — poses additional headwinds. 

What can be done to accelerate the uptake of EVs 
(both by the industry and at a regulatory level)?

The initial build-up of a wide public charging network is 

important, partially through the involvement of utilities 

and the support of regulators. Incentives reducing the 

upfront cost of an EV have been critical and may have  

to continue, but other benefits such as preferential 

treatment in city traffic are also important to consumers. 

Is the auto industry doing all it can to accelerate the 

uptake of EVs?

Established and start-up automotive manufacturers will 

introduce several new electric vehicle models in the next 

few years and have announced billion-dollar investments 

on vehicle electrification. Current plans are moving EVs 

away from the fringes of vehicle production, but it is still 

not a mainstream activity. 

How important is the rise of residential energy 

storage to the uptake of EVs?

The EV industry is not dependent on the uptake of 

stationary storage, but additional battery demand will 

help bring costs down. We have already seen many of  

the automakers active in EVs going after stationary 

storage applications, but this should be viewed as an 

additional business rather than one they need to be  

in for their core EV business to succeed. 

The Zero DS electric motorbike can travel up to  
180 km on a single charge.
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13 kWh available. Car makers are improving 

every day, too. However, in the past few 

years the discussion has switched focus to 

bigger on-board chargers instead of bigger 

batteries. Bigger chargers are quite simply 

lighter and cheaper than bigger batteries. 

There is a sweet spot between the two  

that we are almost at now, with new 

products coming slowly but surely that  

get recharge times down to under an hour. 

While this still doesn’t make them a long-

distance touring solution, it dramatically 

extends the potential as long as you can 

find a power point. 

Charging infrastructure is crucial to all 

EVs, but it does not have to be expensive, 

custom-made charging stations. With larger 

on-board chargers, the potential exists for 

millions of high-capacity single phase or 

three phase outlets to be used as charging 

points. It may not be the ideal solution, but  

is a great use of existing infrastructure as  

a bridging solution and many EV owners, 

including me, have successfully done long 

trips this way. 

Personally, I think the utilities (who need 

to regain lost energy sales) should be all 

over this and installing pay-as-you-go three 

phase outlets at places such as service 

stations, public buildings, car parks, caravan 

parks and more. 

Bridging charging infrastructure in this 

low-cost way would encourage consumers  

to adopt EVs until volumes justify dedicated 

charging networks. 

RELIABILITY
Both my electric bikes have suffered 

relatively minor problems that have taken 

me off the road temporarily. On my new one, 

I blew a charger and more recently a DC-to-

DC converter failed due to the wiring loom 

chafing. The charger was a home swap after 

a warranty replacement. The latest fault 

(arguably partially my fault for tinkering)  

has taken a couple of weeks so far to 

diagnose and sort. 

All up, I think these issues are pretty 

comparable to what most vehicles would face, 

although overall I think it’s true that reliability 

is lower on newer technologies, including EVs. 

This is a pain that early adopters can live 

with, but needs to be sorted for mass market 

adoption. In Zero’s case, with around 50 bikes 

WORK SAFELY ON PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEMS:

SOLARCHECK RSD

The new, intelligent photovoltaic 
switch-off module; SOLARCHECK RSD 

from Phoenix Contact independently 
sets photovoltaic roof systems into a 

safe state under a no-load or fault state. 
Persons are protected from  

life-threatening electrical shock during 
installation, maintenance, or hazardous 

situations.  

Learn more at:
phoenixcontact.com.au/solarcheckrsd

Bigger chargers are 
quite simply lighter  
and cheaper than 
bigger batteries. 

and ride to Alice Springs, but frankly I can 

live with that. I will hire a bike for the odd 

long run until fast charging stations abound. 

Until a few years ago, all the discussions 

were about how to jam more battery 

capacity into the bike and Zero Motorcycles 

has done a remarkable job at this with up to 
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THE EV TIPPING POINT

In February 2016, Bloomberg New Energy Finance (BNEF) released a report 
that said a ‘tipping point’ for electric vehicles — where sheer economic logic 
will push them into the mainstream — would be reached by 2025, meaning 
the transition to EVs could happen much more rapidly than governments 
and oil companies have yet realised. 

The research said that continuing reductions in battery prices would bring 
the total cost of ownership of EVs below that for conventional-fuel vehicles 
within this timeframe, even taking low oil prices into account. It forecast 
that sales of EVs would hit 41 million by 2040, representing 35 per cent of 
new light vehicle sales. This would be almost 90 times the equivalent figure 
for 2015, when EV sales are estimated to have been 462,000 (which, 
though small, is still some 60 per cent up on 2014). 

Crucially, the study indicated that the surge in uptake would be driven  
by economic rather than environmental considerations. The research 
suggested that further, big reductions in battery prices lie ahead, and that 
during the 2020s EVs will become a more economic option than petrol or 
diesel cars in most countries. 

BNEF said the EV market at present is heavily dependent on early 
adopters keen to try out new technology or reduce their emissions, and on 
government incentives offered in markets such as China, Netherlands and 
Norway. Although some 1.3 million EVs have now been sold worldwide and 
2015 saw strong growth, they still represented less than 1 per cent of light-
duty vehicle sales last year. 

Salim Morsy, senior analyst and author of the study, said: “In the next  
few years, the total-cost-of-ownership advantage will continue to lie with 
conventional cars, and we therefore do not expect EVs to exceed 5 per cent 
of light-duty vehicle sales in most markets — except where subsidies make 
up the difference. However, that cost comparison is set to change radically 
in the 2020s.” 

in Australia, finding trained service agents  

on your doorstep is difficult to say the least. 

What this also highlights is the massive 

rethink that is needed in distribution and 

support of EVs. 

On the plus side, it is pretty cool to be able 

to almost instantly send an error log to the 

factory from the side of the road via the 

phone app and get feedback very quickly on 

likely faults. Virtual service and diagnostics 

is alive and well for me. 

Currently the (very low) margins available 

on Zeros leave no room for great support  

by dealers; the margins and the volumes are 

out of whack. On ICE bikes, the service costs 

and spare parts make up for low margins, 

but on Zeros you get neither. 

This is a huge issue, because it means 

dealers struggle to justify selling them  

and customers get inconsistent service. 

THE NEXT STEPS
Of course, there are many more issues and 

intricacies that could be debated, but from 

my perspective as an owner these are the 

key ones. 

In Australia, there are virtually no 

incentives to use an EV and in some cases 

there are actually disincentives, despite  

the enormous impact and high ownership 

cost of ICE vehicles. 

I believe that mass market take-up will 

come when manufacturers develop new 

incentives for dealers and service agents  

to sell their vehicles. 

The second key factor, especially for lower 

priced, lower capacity EVs, is recharging 

infrastructure. I think there is a massive 

opportunity for a bridging charging 

infrastructure in the near term which  

could be supported by manufacturers and 

government with wider societal gains. 

In terms of policy, well, anything would  

do given that we have virtually nothing. 

Registration, stamp duties or taxes,  

charging equipment and insurance could  

all be reduced in the near term without  

the need for cash support. As volumes 

increase, EV-only CBD zones, transit  

lanes and emergency support programs 

would support consumer confidence. 

Overall, I think the key is designing  

and building vehicles that compete on 

performance to speak to the passion  

of motorists. Comfort, style, ease of  

use and acceleration across various 

consumer segments is already proving  

to be a powerful factor and will become  

even more powerful as we progress. 
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All-Energy Australia is Australia’s 
largest and most comprehensive 
clean and renewable energy event 
and is taking place 4 – 5 October 
at the Melbourne Convention  
and Exhibition Centre. The event 
is free to attend. Registrations  
will open in June. To access the 
2016 program and to register for 
free, please visit the All-Energy 
Australia website:  
www.all-energy.com.au 

Each stream will form the basis  

of an innovative sub-brand under  

the All-Energy Australia masthead,  

bringing internationally acclaimed  

talent to the Melbourne Convention  

and Exhibition Centre. 

Reed Exhibitions Australia Exhibition 

Director, Robby Clark, said the three  

new sub-brands are the result of delegate 

interest in the high-growth areas and  

would help retain the event’s market edge. 

“We’re always looking for ways to 

maintain All-Energy Australia’s market-

leading position as Australia’s single  

largest, free clean and renewable energy 

conference and exhibition,” said Mr Clark. 

“Our delegates are hungry for the latest 

technology and expert advice in the sector, 

which is what this year’s program and its 

three sub-brands of future grid, energy 

storage and energy efficiency will bring  

to the table.” 

More than 150 industry speakers are  

lined up for this year’s All-Energy Australia, 

covering seven first-rate conference  

streams including smart grids, off-grid 

solutions, community energy, investment 

vehicles, electric cars, bioenergy and  

wave-energy technology. 

The 2015 program attracted more than 

4,200 industry professionals from around 

Australia and the world. 

This year’s event will also feature a two-

day solar installer demonstration run by 

leading companies Clenergy, Solar Juice, 

Trina Solar and SMA. 

Energy storage, future grid and energy efficiency have just been announced as three new 

focuses for the All-Energy Australia conference, taking place 4 – 5 October 2016. 

ALL-ENERGY AUSTRALIA 
2016: CONFERENCE  
PROGRAM OVERVIEW

is the Principal Media  
Partner for All-Energy 

Images from last year’s successful All-Energy Exhibition & Conference. 
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ALL-ENERGY AUSTRALIA 2016: CONFERENCE PROGRAM OVERVIEW

5 OCTOBER 2016

8:15 PLENARY SESSION 2

9:15 Break

10:00 –  
11:20

GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES 2  Low 
Carbon Cities: The Interplay between 
Cities, Towns and Renewable Energy

SOLAR 2  Technical 
Capabilities and  
Design Considerations 
for Solar projects 

TRANSPORT  Sharing the 
Most Recent Developments 
within the Electric Vehicles 
Market and its Surrounding 
Infrastructure 

FUTURE ENERGY AND  
THE GRID CASE STUDY 1   
A Distributed Energy  
Future: Considerations  
for Technology and Policy 

ENERGY STORAGE 4 
Commercial Scale  
Energy Storage 

11:20 Break

12:20 –  
13:40

ENERGY EFFICIENCY 3  New 
Technologies, Systems and  
Big Developments Improving  
Energy Productivity 

BIOENERGY  Evaluating 
Bioenergy Applications 
on a Domestic and Global 
Scale from Technical 
Advancements, Financial 
Models and Delivery 
Methods 

WIND ENERGY 2  
Operational Challenges  
and Improvements 

OFF GRID 2  Gain an 
Overview of Current and 
Proposed Off Grid and Micro 
Grid Projects and their 
Commercial Requirements  
for Success 

ENERGY STORAGE 5 
Technical Requirements 
for Energy Storage 
Systems 

13:40 Break

14:40 –  
16:00

MARKET DEVELOPMENTS 3 
Technology, Models and Concepts 
Shaping the Low Carbon Future  
of the Modern Residential Home 

MARINE ENERGY 
Looking at What is  
Next in Wave and  
Tidal Development 

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 
Construction, Legal,  
Financial and Procurement 
Considerations for New 
Renewable Energy Projects 

FUTURE ENERGY AND THE 
GRID CASE STUDY 2  Virtual 
Net Metering of Renewable 
Energy Production against 
Demand 

ENERGY STORAGE 6 
Battery Safety and 
Performance Standards 

16:00 –   
17:00 

CLOSING DEBATE  

*schedule subject to change

4 OCTOBER 2016

8:20 PLENARY SESSION 1

10:15 Break

11:00 –  
12:20

ENERGY EFFICIENCY 1  Energy 
Efficiency in the Commercial Sector  
led by the Energy Efficiency Council 

COMMUNITY ENERGY 1 
New Models and 
Innovative Initiatives that 
are Shaping the Future  
of Community Energy 

GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES 
Future Roadmaps and 
Progressive Strategies  
for Renewable Energy  
at a State Level 

SMART GRID 1  Looking  
at how the Future of 
Disruptive Technologies  
and New Business Models  
are impacting on Demand 
Response 

ENERGY STORAGE 1 
The Economics and 
Market Projections  
for Energy Storage 

12:20 Break

13:20 –  
14:40

NEW TECHNOLOGY 1  How the Latest 
Digital Technology such as IoT, Data 
Analytics, SCADA and Communications 
are Transforming the Renewable 
Energy Sector 

WIND ENERGY 1  
Recent Developments  
in Wind Energy Project 
Development Globally 
and Domestically 

MARKET DEVELOPMENTS 1 
Investment Outlook: Analyst 
and Investor Perspectives 

OFF GRID 1  Technical 
Challenges and Other  
Key Developments in  
Micro Grids 

ENERGY STORAGE 2  
A Comparison of  
Battery Storage  
System Technologies 

14:40 Break

15:25 -  
16:45

ENERGY EFFICIENCY 2  Working 
towards Meeting Australia’s Energy 
Productivity and Carbon Mitigation 
Target by Looking at Key Developments 
in Improving Performance from 
Government, Business to the 
Community 

SOLAR 1  Outlook and 
Direction for Successful 
Development of 
Commercial Scale Solar 

NEW TECHNOLOGY 2  Future 
Technology Innovation and 
R&D Needs for the Sector 

MARKET DEVELOPMENTS 2 
Building a Robust Clean 
Energy Sector by Looking  
at New Business Models,  
Skill Requirements and 
Commercial Needs 

ENERGY STORAGE 3  
Residential Energy 
Storage 

GRAND NETWORKING FUNCTION

DC Optimised 
Inverter Solution
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The Australian Clean Energy 
Summit will be held 27-28 July, 
2016 at The Hilton Sydney and is 
sponsored by Goldwind, NAB and 
Senvion. EcoGeneration is a media 
partner. Visit cleanenergysummit.
com.au for more details. 

Taking place just after the Federal 

Election, this year’s Australian Clean 

Energy Summit is a perfect opportunity for 

the new government to lay out its vision  

for a renewable energy future beyond 2020. 

The two-day policy and finance  

conference in Sydney attracts hundreds  

of senior decision makers and technical 

specialists from the renewable energy 

industry each year to hear a remarkable 

array of perspectives from national and 

international leaders in the field. 

The 2016 edition will look at what is 

needed to truly transition Australia away 

from coal-fired power towards a cleaner, 

smarter energy system. Sessions will  

look at financing, accelerating innovation, 

trends and how to lead a power shift in  

the economy. The second day will break  

up into multiple streams serving technical 

experts in the field. 

Confirmed speakers include: 

• The Chief Scientist Dr Alan Finkel AO

• Clean Energy Regulator Chair and Chief 

Executive Chloe Munro

• AGL Chief Executive Andy Vesey

• Clean Energy Finance Corporation Chair 

Jillian Broadbent AO 

• Business Council of Australia Executive 

Director Policy, Energy Clare Savage. 

Current Environment Minister Greg Hunt, 

New South Wales Minister for Industry, 

Resources and Energy Anthony Roberts  

and ACT Environment Minister Simon  

Corbell have confirmed they will address 

delegates at the summit. 

Clean Energy Council Events Manager 

Sasha Pell said as always there will be plenty 

of networking opportunities over session 

breaks and at the NAB Gala Dinner in the 

evening of the first day. 

“Innovation in finance, technology  

and policy is a big theme for the industry  

at the moment, and sessions will look at 

innovative approaches across Australia  

and in international markets,” Ms Pell said. 

“This is always a great event for delegates 

to get a sense of what’s over the horizon so 

they can take advantage of the opportunities 

under the Renewable Energy Target and 

beyond. There are real opportunities to make 

new and valuable business connections.” 

THE AUSTRALIAN CLEAN 
ENERGY SUMMIT 
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This is always a great 
event for delegates to 
get a sense of what’s 
over the horizon. 
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5 MINUTES WITH

5 MINUTES  
WITH HEATHER CAMPBELL 
EcoGeneration talks to Heather Campbell, General Manager of Health, Safety and Environment  

at CSIRO and newly appointed Sustainability Victoria chair. 

The two catalysts that sparked my desire to work in the renewables industry was 

conducting a physics project back in Year 12 about the efficiency of different types of wind 

turbines, and working in the retail property sector and being exposed to what some of the 

leading property companies are doing in the sustainability sphere. 

In my role at CSIRO, I lead a large team whose main focus is the health, safety and wellbeing 

of the amazing scientists, engineers, technicians and support staff at CSIRO. The team is 

responsible for key environmental risk areas. 

I find my work fascinating as the areas of science that we cover are extremely broad. One 

day I can be looking at risks associated with producing the next variety of cotton and the next, 

I can be standing up the top of a radio telescope. 

My main goal is the same in whatever role I take on — to make a difference. At CSIRO, this 

means enabling our researchers to do their work while remaining safe and having a minimal 

impact upon the environment in which we operate. Our goal is ‘zero harm’. 

As chair of the Community and Industry Advisory Board at Melbourne University’s  

Office for Environmental Programs, I — alongside other members of the board — provide 

community and industry input into the university’s Graduate Environmental Program so  

that it remains relevant and up-to-date. This is a unique program that is highly flexible, 

allowing students to greatly enhance both their depth and breadth of environmental 

knowledge. The board that I sit on is a critical link between the Graduate Environmental 

Program and industry, with members of the board representing a wide range of public, 

community and private organisations. 

My aim as chair of Sustainability Victoria is that it will have a profound influence on 

Victorians, helping us all to live more sustainably. We have a new five-year strategy, which 

outlines how we will work with the Victorian community to take practical action on climate 

change, energy and materials efficiency as well as waste management. 

I also sit on the Board of the Earthwatch Institute Australia, am a mum to two very active 

primary school-aged kids, and when I get the time, I play in the Yea and High Country Pipes 

and Drums. What I do is no different to most people. If you enjoy what you do, you find a way 

to juggle it all. 

My most fulfilling role is being a mum, but outside of that, my involvement with the 

Earthwatch Institute and as the former Chief Executive of Landcare Australia have been 

amazing. At Earthwatch, it is about connecting people with environmental science for a more 

sustainable world. By volunteering on a program working with scientists, I have learned so 

much about the complexity and the interdependencies of the world in which we live in and 

how I can make a difference. 

Hopefully I have done my small part to help communities and individuals embrace their 

environment and understand that by our collective actions, we can have a positive impact 

upon our environment. 

The facet of the renewables industry that most excites me is how individuals and 

communities are engaging with renewable energy options. I think people are taking more 

control of their energy use and also how it is generated. 

My largest influencers who inspire me to continue doing what I do is the natural world in 

which we live in and what I see local communities do together. It only takes an hour of looking 

out at the ocean, working on a farm, walking in the bush or gazing at a snow-capped mountain 

to understand how precious the world is. 

If I wasn’t working in renewables, I would probably be in the farming sector. 

Heather Campbell is an experienced 

director and executive who has sat  

on a range of boards and advisory 

committees across government, 

education and not-for-profit 

organisations. She has spent more  

than 20 years managing issues  

such as risk, sustainability, safety, 

environment, government affairs  

and media relations at the highest 

levels within the research, property, 

not-for-profit, agricultural, paper  

and packaging industries. 
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IN CASE YOU MISSED IT
The highlights from EcoGeneration’s  
Solar Installer online news service 

Sign up for the free fortnightly e-newsletter service tailored for Australian solar installers:

ecogeneration.com.au/signup/enews 

CAPITAL INVESTMENT 

The ACT is heading towards its 90 per cent clean energy target, 

with the commencement of the territory’s second utility-scale 

solar farm. Construction began in mid-March on the 13 MW  

Mugga Lane Solar Park — which will be the ACT’s second largest 

PV facility after the 20 MW Royalla solar farm. 

The facility will include around 48,000 polycrystalline PV 

modules that will generate an estimated 24,500 MWh of 

electricity per year — enough to power around 3,250 Canberra 

homes. A portion of the array will use sun-tracking technology  

to increase output throughout the day. 

The solar farm, being constructed on the corner of Mugga Lane 

and the Monaro Highway, will be owned and operated by Maoneng 

Group, with the land also being used for agricultural activities. 

ACT Minister for the Environment and Climate Change, Simon 

Corbell, said: “The ACT Government is proud to be working with 

Maoneng to develop Canberra’s second solar farm. We are 

committed to ensuring that by 2020, 90 per cent of Canberra’s 

electricity supply will come from renewable energy. Large-scale 

renewable energy generation, from both solar and wind, is key  

to achieving this.” 

Mr Corbell said that over the past five years, the ACT 

Government has attracted more than $1.5 billion in renewable 

energy investment, which has supported a 400 per cent growth  

in renewable energy jobs. A third utility-scale solar farm is also 

being constructed in the ACT this year — the 11.18 MW OneSun 

Capital solar farm near Williamsdale. 

“The Mugga Lane Solar Park project is particularly exciting 

because it includes innovative technology, with half a megawatt  

of ground-mounted solar panels that track the sun throughout  

the day,” Mr Corbell said. 

Artist’s impression of Canberra’s forthcoming Mugga Lane Solar Park. 
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TOP TWEETERS

Last year, we provided our top 
five tweeters for solar installers 
to follow. Here are a few more 
ideas to keep your twitter feed 
entertaining and informative. 

FINN PEACOCK  @Solar_Quotes
Finn is a chartered electrical engineer, 

self-proclaimed solar and energy 

efficiency nut, dad, and founder of 

SolarQuotes.com.au. You’ll get more 

than just retweets from Mr Peacock. 

GSES AUSTRALIA   

@GSES_Australia 
Follow Global Sustainable Energy 

Solutions to keep up to date with  

their latest training dates and 

technical publications. 

TRISTAN EDIS  @TristanEdis
For those who have missed  

Tristan’s daily insights, quips  

and commentary from his time  

as Editor of Climate Spectator. 

GLEN MORRIS  @glenmo 
Well-known to solar installers  

around Australia, Glen is an energy 

systems designer, installer, trainer 

and consultant to the renewable 

energy industry. As well as local  

news, Glen shares solar developments  

from around the world. 

SOLAR RISES FROM THE ASHES

Off-grid solar power and battery storage are being used  
to replace grid power in five properties affected by last  
November’s devastating Esperance bushfire, the Western  
Australian government has announced. 

The Esperance bushfires destroyed  

more than 320 wooden power poles and 

hundreds of kilometres of powerlines, 

with the vast majority of the network 

being rebuilt and more than 400 

customers being reconnected within  

10 days of the fires. 

Instead of being reconnected to the 

grid, however, four customers across  

five properties have opted to be powered 

by solar PV systems and lithium-ion 

batteries, backed up by diesel generation.

Frank Tudor, Managing Director of 

Horizon Power, said: “We identified that 

instead of rebuilding this part of the 

network — which is more susceptible to 

adverse weather and other causes of 

power interruptions — we could offer 

these customers a dedicated renewable 

energy power system which is not 

connected to the grid.” 

The systems, which are to be owned 

and operated by Horizon Power, will  

be monitored and optimised over the 

next few months. 

Mr Tudor said the project customers 

will pay the same price for electricity  

as they did previously for grid power. 

“While the units won’t be connected  

to the network, customers will receive 

the same service standards as those  

who are — including being able to call  

and rely on Horizon Power to respond  

to any unplanned power interruptions.” 

Energy Minister Mike Nahan said this is 

just one of many innovative projects the 

WA Government is currently exploring to 

power regional and isolated communities 

more efficiently. 

“The Esperance project is applying an 

off-grid solution to customers affected  

by the devastating Esperance bushfires 

in those areas of the network which  

had previously supplied only one or  

two customers along long stretches of 

powerline,” he said. “Western Power is 

also partnering with Horizon Power and 

Synergy to undertake a pilot project to 

evaluate the use of stand-alone power 

systems in other parts of regional WA.”

• Solar Installations / Construction

• Procurement

• Engineering

• Project Management

• Recruitment / Search

• Labour Hire

• Consulting

Ph: +61(0)2 8332 6131
www.bluestreamaustralia.com

COMMUNITY FOCUSED RENEWABLE ENERGY SERVICES
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WORLD-FIRST SOLAR FUEL OUTLETS

In what it claims as a world-first, Caltex Australia has unveiled fully transportable solar-powered retail fuel 
outlets at WA mining towns Tom Price and Onslow (pictured). 

Both the sites are more than 1,300 km away from Perth and  

are not connected to mains power — instead relying on solar  

and onsite battery storage technology. 

Caltex Network Development Manager for Western Australia 

Leon Calvetti said diesel customers driving between remote 

locations across the state would benefit from the availability  

of the fuel 24 hours a day, accessed via a card payment system. 

“The obstacle is powering the pumps so the fuel can get into 

the customer’s tank — it’s very expensive and inefficient to run  

a generator when there are only a handful of customers every 

day,” said Mr Calvetti. “It’s also difficult to locate staff in the 

middle of the Pilbara, [which is] many hours’ drive from the 

nearest major town.” 

The solar generation capacity of the Tom Price retail fuel outlet 

is 26 kWh, while the Onslow outlet is 41 kWh. 

Mr Calvetti said an additional benefit of the solar-powered sites 

are that they are easily relocatable and can be transported to  

a new part of the country if there is no longer the same demand 

in the area. 

At right is a summary of the equipment used on each site. 

Online lodgement or 
manual, the choice  
is yours

Great Customer 
ServiceNo Fees

3, 10 & 20 day terms 
for unregistered STCs 
and VEECs

Next day payment 
terms for registered 
certificates

Bonus and best 
price options for 
extended terms

Trade In Green is a registered agent with the Office of the Renewable Energy Regulator, we are accredited under the 
Victorian Energy Efficiency Scheme and the NSW Energy Savings Scheme. We are one of the leading traders across 
a broad range of environmental certificates. Visit our website and trade with confidence.

1300 894 799www.tradeingreen.com.au
Environmental Certificate Traders

TOM PRICE

PV panels: 24 x 190 W Suntech 

Solar Panels (4.56 kWp)

Inverter: Selectronic SPMC482

Battery: 48 V Sonnenschein 

A600 60PzV720 

Generator: CAT GEP14 (14 kVA)

ONSLOW

PV panels: 36 x 260 W TRINA 

Solar Panels (9.36 kWp) 

Inverter: SMA SI8.0H (3P) and 

SMASTP5000TL-20 (x2)

Battery: 48 V Enersys 

12OPzV1500 

Generator: CAT GEP33 (33 kVA)
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In October last year, at the 2015 Clean 

Energy Council Solar Design and 

Installation Awards, one of the award-winning 

installations stood out from the others with 

its eye-catching panel layout. It was a 355 kW 

rooftop system at the Burder Industries 

manufacturing facility in Wangaratta, 

Victoria, which picked up the gong for best 

grid-connect PV system over 100 kW. At the 

time, the standout feature of the installation 

seemed to be that some of the roof panels 

had been used to spell the name ‘BURDER’ 

across the roof of the facility, which, while 

undoubtedly a great marketing feature, 

seemed a somewhat flimsy basis for an 

industry accolade. Needless to say, however, 

there was more to the project than this.  

In fact, that was perhaps the least important 

of the standout features on this project,  

as EcoGeneration recently discovered. 

We caught up with technical supervisor 

Matt Wilson. Matt is part of the tight-knit 

crew at Melbourne-based solar company 

EnviroGroup, and here he tells us how  

he and his team overcame numerous 

technical and practical challenges on  

the way to completing the project in  

a lightning-fast 26 days. 

PROJECT PROFILE:  
BURDER INDUSTRIES
This complex multi-rooftop system picked up a Solar Design and Installation Award  

for its innovative design and many elegant technical solutions. 

A

A: The total installation was completed in 26 days.
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Tell us about this project — who was 
the client and why did they have the 
solar system installed? 
Burder Industries manufactures agricultural 

equipment — things like front-end loaders, 

forklifts and hay-handling machinery for  

use with tractors and loaders. The company 

competes directly with imported equipment 

produced at a lower cost overseas, so it 

needed to reduce its costs to increase 

competitiveness and protect local jobs.  

As a large user of electricity, Burder  

saw solar power as an effective way  

of reducing its operating costs. It was  

a big capital investment for the company, 

but they saw it as essential for their long-

term competitiveness. 

Were there any grants or funding 
available for the project? 
Yes. With help from EnviroGroup, Burder 

negotiated a grant through the AusIndustry 

Clean Technology Innovation Fund. This 

grant was available to Australian 

manufacturers attempting to maintain 

competitiveness in a ‘carbon constrained’ 

economy, and covered 50 per cent of the 

cost of the installation. 

A provision of the AusIndustry agreement 

was that installation had to be completed 

and all paperwork submitted by 30 June 

2014, which put us on a very tight deadline. 

We had to proceed quickly in organising  

pre-approvals and liaise closely with the 

electricity distributer, AusNet Services, 

throughout the project to meet all of their 

requirements. Excellent planning and 

communication ensured that the system was 

installed within two months, leaving a month 

to spare for finalisation of grant paperwork. 

How exactly did the client’s power 
needs lend themselves to a solar  
PV solution? 
The client operates during daylight hours,  

six days a week, with a fairly flat load curve 

Project name: Burder Industries 
355 kW 

Location: Wangaratta, VIC

Owner: Burder Industries

Developer/installer: EnviroGroup

Capacity: 354.75 kW

Commissioned: May 2014

Key equipment installed: 1,419  
x Yingli 250 W YL250P-29b 
polycrystalline PV panels; 20 x 
SMA 17000TL Tripower inverters; 
Clenergy racking and Klip-Lok 
clamps; Triangle and Bambach 
cables; Terasaki, Telegron,  
Kraus and Naimer switchgear 

Energy supply & usage: 

Estimated annual energy 
production: 467 MWh 

Consumption: 100 per cent  
self-consumption 

Estimated annual CO2 offset:  
607 tonnes 

Number of full-time employees 
(during construction): Six 

B

C

B: Clenergy Klip Lok clamps with 10-15 tilt frames. 

C: Harnessing was essential on some of the steeply 
pitched roof surfaces. 
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during operating hours. A major rewire  

of the premises was also required. It was  

a good opportunity to install PV generation 

and take advantage of the subsequent  

grant opportunity all in one project. 

How did you determine the size  
of the installed system? What 
percentage of the client’s power 
needs does this represent? 
Our aim was to meet 90 per cent of the site’s 

load requirements, and this meant installing 

panels on every available surface. We used 

all available roofs, including three separate 

buildings. The roof orientations included 

north, north-east, north-west and south-

west facing. There were tilted and flat roofs, 

as well as a number of skylights and vents, 

so we had to be very careful to design 

around these while still maximising yield  

and meeting the requested capacity rating. 

We also incorporated a north-facing solar 

façade on the side of one of the buildings, 

due to limited north-facing roof space. 

What were some of the challenges 
of this multi-rooftop layout? 
There were significant space issues that 

made installation very technical. Every 

millimetre of space was at a premium, 

making inter-array shading and shading from 

the various building ridge caps and plant 

equipment a serious concern. EnviroGroup’s 

design team used solar shading analysis 

tools (Pathfinder) to ensure that winter  

sun angles did not result in system shading. 

We also installed 20 SMA 17 kW Tripower 

inverters with duel MPPTs, providing a high 

level of fault tolerance and flexibility. Where 

shading was unavoidable, the design team 

utilised the multiple MPPTs available to 

reduce the impact of the shading without 

causing major output losses. Due to the  

high number of different panel angles and 

orientations for each MPPT, the resulting 

overall generation curve is flattened to 

better match the site load profile. 

What other technical challenges  
did you encounter? 
There were several major issues we had  

to overcome: 

1. The client site comprised two land titles 

with three power connections. 

2. All three power connections were linked 

to the one overloaded transformer 

shared with neighbours. 

3. There was significant distance of some 

loads to the one overloaded transformer, 

with undersized existing cables, causing 

volt drop issues. 

4. There was a large plasma cutter on site 

causing flicker issues. 

5. All three power connections had poor 

power factor. 

To overcome these problems, we had to 

install a bit of extra infrastructure and come 

up with a few innovative solutions. To get 

around the land title issue, we designed the 

installation as two systems, with 29.75 kW  

of PV on the first property and 325 kW of  

PV on the second property. In order to stop 

overloading of the existing transformer, we 

project-managed the installation of a new 

dedicated 500 kVA transformer and supply 

at a location closer to the plasma cutter,  

and provided in-house engineering support 

for removal of the second and third supply, 

rewiring of the factory and design of a new 

main switchboard. To eliminate the poor 

power factor, we installed 200 kVAr of power 

Our aim was to meet 90 per cent of the site’s load 
requirements and this meant installing panels on 
every available surface. 

A B
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factor correction, and to eliminate the  

flicker from the plasma cutter we installed  

a 400 A series reactor. 

On top of these issues, the placement  

of the SMA inverters proved to be quite 

difficult, as there was nowhere identified 

within the facility where they could fit.  

The facility also gets very dusty, and the 

SMA 17000TL inverters have an in-built  

fan which can get clogged if they are 

subjected to too much dust. 

In order to manage this, we came up  

with the solution of installing a mezzanine 

especially for the inverters in one of the three 

buildings where inverters were installed.  

To keep the costs down, the mezzanine was 

designed, built and installed by Burder using 

their expertise as a metal shop. In the second 

building, an existing lean-to was modified for 

the inverters, also by Burder. 

Did splitting the system over  
two land titles create any other 
unforseen complications? 
A couple, yes. With two adjacent land  

titles, we effectively had two separate  

solar installations. However, the system 

monitoring had to be unified in a single web-

based system. To overcome this, we placed  

a single SMA Bluetooth repeater to connect 

the two communications systems. As such, 

only one ‘SMA web box’ datalogger and  

web communications system was required. 

The location of the single repeater provides 

excellent communications reliability, despite 

having inverters in three separate buildings 

spread far apart. 

We also had issues with certificates 

because we ended up with a small-scale 

system (29.75 kW) generating STCs on  

the first land title, and a large-scale system 

(325 kW) generating LGCs on the second 

land title. As such, we had to carefully 

negotiate both the accreditation as a power 

station and the application for generation  

of LGCs. EnviroGroup designed and  

installed the solar power logging required 

for creation of LGCs and trained the client  

on how to use the system before handover. 

What do you think made this project 
stand out to the Solar Design and 
Installation Awards judges? 
I think spelling the company name across  

the roof using solar PV panels was a factor. 

But also the construction of the second-

storey mezzanine for inverter placement, 

the new 500 kVA substation, the 200 kVAr 

Power Factor Correction to correct power 

quality and increase energy efficiency, and 

the innovative solutions required to fit 355 

kW of solar PV panels in a constrained roof 

space. Also the fact that we completed  

the installation in 26 days, enabling all 

government grants and rebates to be 

claimed by the client. 

A: It was a tight fit to squeeze 355 kW of panels onto 
the available roof space.

B: Cable being pulled through the conduit.

C: A new second-storey mezzanine was designed and 
constructed for inverter placement.

D: A major rewire of the premises was required.

C D
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SOLAR  
SALVAGE AND PV RECYCLING
There are more than 23 million solar panels installed in Australia — one for every man, woman  

and child in the country — but what’s going to happen to them when they reach end of life? 

EcoGeneration talks to a company that thinks it has the answer. 

The uptake of solar panels in Australia in 

the past decade or so has outstripped 

even the most ambitious predictions. Thanks 

to the falling prices and generous incentives 

of the ‘solar boom’, we now have around  

1.5 million small-scale solar power systems  

in the country — the highest number of 

installations per inhabitant in the world. 

But while the solar party has been in  

full swing since around 2008 (with some 

legislative ups and downs, obviously),  

not much thought has been given to the 

inevitable hangover. Solar panels have a 

limited lifespan. Sooner or later they will all 

start to break down or deteriorate or need 

upgrading, and then we are going to have  

a very big pile of used panels on our hands. 

(And safe to say there are a lot of cheap 

panels out there that are not going to meet 

their 20- or 25-year performance promises).

So what’s to be done? In an industry that is 

fundamentally premised on being clean and 

green, it’s not good enough to send these  

old panels to landfill. PV modules are largely 

recyclable — component materials such as 

glass, aluminium and semiconductors can  

all be recovered and reused. Nor is it good 

enough to leave it up to consumers to do the 

right thing in terms of waste management — 

the industry, and especially PV producers, 

needs to take some responsibility for the  

life cycle of its products. Stockpiled modules awaiting processing. 
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What we need, then, is a system that 

makes the collection and treatment of 

expired modules not just possible, but 

routine. And we need it before the current 

trickle of spent panels turns into a flood. 

Fortunately, a South Australian  

company called Reclaim PV Recycling  

(www.reclaimpv.com) is on the case. 

Founded in 2014, the company is developing 

a PV take-back scheme with a network  

of industry partners and nationwide 

collection points to enable the reclaiming  

of components in PV modules. 

Reclaim has developed a unique PV 

recycling system, where components from 

expired solar panels — including undamaged 

cells — are recovered and used to make new 

green products or complete solar panels. 

The company aims to provide simple options 

for the collection of decommissioned 

modules, with easy access for module  

drop-off and collection using existing 

business networks. 

A number of major PV manufacturers 

have already signed up to the scheme, and 

Reclaim has worked with a team at Flinders 

University in Adelaide to develop a scalable 

model for its business so that its recycling 

activities can grow in line with projections 

for the number of modules reaching the end 

of their lifespans. 

We spoke to Clive Fleming and David 

Galloway, directors of Reclaim PV Recycling, 

to learn more. 

Can you tell us about what Reclaim 
does, and how the company came  
to be? 
Reclaim PV Recycling is a PV waste 

management/resource recovery solution. 

We cover logistics and recycling of PV 

modules, inverters and — in the not too 

distant future — batteries. It all started in 

2013–14 when our sister company S.M.A.R.T. 

(Solar Maintenance And Renewable 

Technologies) was commissioned to remove 

and replace 600 modules from a location. 

We were left with the question of what we 

could do with the decommissioned modules. 

We exhausted all environmentally positive 

options with waste management bodies  

with no success. At that point, we decided 

there was a definite need for PV waste 

management, and Reclaim PV was born. 

How big is the PV waste 
management problem in Australia?
It is conservatively estimated that of the 11-

plus million modules installed in Australia 

since 2009, around 8-10 per cent are failing 

due to manufacturing faults and untested, 

environmentally deficient components. It is 

shown that approximately 300,000 modules 

will need to be disposed of annually leading 

up to 2030, rapidly increasing in 2035 to  

an estimated 5 million annually as legacy 

modules come to their natural end of life. 

These figures do not include the consumer-

led upgrades to newly introduced 

technologies. For example, 15 x 60 W 

modules could be replaced with 3 x 300 W 

modules today. 

What’s been happening to failed 
modules up to now? 
Until now, there has been no infrastructure 

in place to take on the waste that the PV 

industry is creating. Failed modules are 

being removed from rooftops and stockpiled 

in warehouses or ending up in landfill. 

What is the state of PV recycling in 
other countries? 
In the EU, there is a company called PV  

Cycle that has pioneered the establishment 

of PV recycling logistics throughout the EU 

and successfully integrated with EU waste 

legislation. Our model is slightly different, 

though, as here in Australia our geographic 

proportions and weather mean we have 

other challenges to address. We are in talks 

with Jan Clyncke, the Managing Director  

of PV Cycle, with intentions of forming a 

global alliance/relationship in which both 

companies can gain from sharing R&D and 

other information. 

In recent months, we have also been 

approached by various overseas companies 

Until now, there has 
been no infrastructure 
in place to take on  
the waste that the PV 
industry is creating. 
Failed modules are... 
ending up in landfill. 

Reusable end products that are left after a module is 
dismantled and processed. 
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and governments with expressions of 

interest in our particular operational model. 

How does Reclaim’s recycling 
system work? 
A vital component of our operation is 

logistics. We have the ability to arrange 

collection of decommissioned modules  

from any location in Australia. At this  

point, we are only servicing manufacturers 

directly. However, we are developing  

a membership arrangement to roll out  

for the broader PV industry. 

We have two methods for reclaiming PV 

modules. One method is cell extraction. This 

method is currently in the R&D phase with 

Flinders University’s NanoConnect team. 

The other method is resource recovery and 

involves a fully functioning technique for 

dismantling modules and separating the  

raw elements. A focus for us is to supply 

locally where we can, providing glass, silicon 

cells and metals to various manufacturing 

sectors. This not only creates a resource 

recovery stream for localised industries,  

but also provides a positive environmental 

offset by avoiding landfill and reducing  

CO
2
 emissions. 

Which solar companies have  
signed up so far? 
We are in dealings with many leading  

PV module manufacturers and already  

have agreements in place with Canadian 

Solar, Suntech, Yingli and Renesola.  

We will be announcing new agreements 

throughout 2016, as well as a new 

membership structure. 

Are some PV modules more 
recyclable than others, and why?

We believe PV modules 
at end of life are  
the responsibility  
of all involved in the 
production, sale, 
distribution, transport 
and installation 
processes. 

There are a few different types of PV 

modules. For volume, we are focusing on 

poly- and monocrystalline modules in our 

process, but we are developing ways to 

recycle the other thin-film modules when  

the volume capacity increases to a viable 

point for our operation. 

Is there commercial value in 
recycling PV modules, or does  
the business rely on deals with 
industry/government? 
There is value from both component 

recovery and the benefit to the environment. 

Reintroducing the reclaimed elements  

back into local and global supply chains  

will help reduce emissions in areas such as 

silicon manufacturing and glass product 

manufacturing. Essentially, however, the 

success of PV recycling will require the 

involvement of the PV industry as well  

as state and federal governments. PV 

recycling is a national waste initiative as 

much as it is a sensible resource recovery/

supply solution, and it needs support in 

order to be successful. 

Whose responsibility is it to  
ensure PV modules are dealt  
with correctly at end of life? 
We believe that PV modules at end  

of life are the responsibility of all  

involved in the production, sale,  

distribution, transport and installation 

processes. Recycling PV modules is  

the solution to avoid landfill and lower  

the impact of environmental damage  

when manufacturing. 

Do we need some regulation  
around PV recycling to ensure  
high recovery rates? 
Reclaim is lobbying for change in waste 

legislation at both a state and federal level.  

If we look at the European model (which  

was developed and implemented through  

PV Cycle), the EU has successfully made 

adjustments to its waste legislation  

(WEEE directive), and this has enabled  

the responsible handling of PV waste. 

In Australia, it is the responsibility of the 

states to manage their waste legislations.  

We have been in discussions with each state 

EPA to drive legislative change to include 

specifics about PV waste within waste 

management legislation. This takes time,  

but we have had positive involvement  

from the state governments at this point  

and will continue until we have success. 

The PV industry also needs to self-

regulate, and we are helping this by gaining 

support of major stakeholders such as the 

Clean Energy Council, the Solar Council, 

manufacturers and utility companies. We 

have had great support from the industry 

and we are rolling out a new membership 

structure for Reclaim PV this year. 

We are also lobbying for Product 

Stewardship of PV modules at a federal level, 

which would essentially mandate the recovery 

and recycling of modules. We have discussed 

this with our federal environment minister’s 

office and this will be a long-term goal of ours. 

In the end, it makes sense that a green 

industry such as the PV solar industry  

needs to be at the forefront when it comes 

to managing the waste it generates.  

As installed panels near the end of their life span, it won’t be good enough to send them to landfill.
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Andrew Dicks, Industry Advisor, LC Energy, identifies the main causes of solar faults and failures. 

IDENTIFYING SOLAR FAULTS 
AND FAILURES

The huge uptake of solar PV systems  

in recent years has resulted in serious 

challenges. In fewer than 10 years, the 

number of installers has ballooned from 

about 40 to several thousand. It is now  

a very competitive industry and some big 

names have struggled and several have  

gone out of business. There is no indication 

that this trend will stop any time soon. 

The customer, alarmed by the seemingly 

ever-rising cost of grid-supplied electricity, 

has adopted solar as a means of gaining 

some control over household and business 

expenses. Taken in by promises given by 

eager installers and the solar industry  

in general, businesses and home owners 

assume the system will not fail and, if it 

does, someone will quickly come and fix it. 

But what does an owner do when a solar 

system fails and the installer is no longer  

in business? What happens when someone 

who benefits from a high feed-in tariff, and 

who is used to tiny electricity bills, suddenly 

receives a large bill because their solar 

system is no longer feeding back to the grid?  

Legally, the installer carries the can for 

any system that they installed, but they  

can fall back on warranties offered by the 

inverter or module manufacturer. If the 

manufacturer challenges the failure, then 

the owner of the system can get embroiled 

in an argument about who is responsible for 
Although catastrophies can occur, most faults will be 
less obvious. 
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the system failure. With this as a distinct 

possibility, the installer has to tread the fine 

line between providing quality components 

that have stood the test of time from ‘tier 

one’ suppliers, and remaining profitable in 

an industry with ever decreasing margins.  

As installed systems age, the installer, the 

component suppliers and the owner all  

need to understand the implications of  

faults developing, and those in the industry 

need to be able to detect faults in working 

systems as early as possible. 

FAULTY DESIGN AND INSTALLATION
Solar systems generally fail because of poor 

design, poor installation, degradation of the 

solar panels or inverter malfunction. 

Poor design occurs when the installer 

does not visit the site to determine issues  

of shading, roof access and orientation, 

location of the inverter or electrical 

connection. Design should also take into 

account customer power usage history and 

access to the local network. Poor design can 

lead to the system not performing as well as 

quoted, meaning low return on investment. 

Poor installation can simply mean poor 

labelling, i.e., the system being non-

compliant with Australian Standards. More 

serious issues with safety implications 

include undersized DC cables, poorly made 

connections (e.g., DC connectors that are 

not pushed in tight and spring apart), and 

incorrect switches or circuit breakers.  

A report by Energy Safe Victoria in 2010 

noted: “The use of a wrong switch is  

unsafe because of the potential to ignite  

and cause fire.” Customers should insure 

against such issues by employing installers 

that are accredited by the Clean Energy 

Council (CEC). 

FAULTY SOLAR MODULES 
Ensuring that solar panels and the inverter 

are approved for use in Australia by the CEC 

can help guard against failure. But even the 

best equipment can fail. Panels typically fail 

A: Snail trails on PV modules. 

B: Solar-LogTM installed at LC Energy offices.

Snail trails, which can 
develop over time,  
are usually cosmetic, 
leaving performance 
unaffected. 

A

B
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through mechanical or physical damage or 

electrical faults. 

Cells can be cracked by storms. Physical 

damage, such as broken glass, water ingress 

and mould growth, can usually be seen 

through a visual inspection. Most owners  

are aware that panels should be cleaned  

and inspected regularly, but once every  

12 months may not be sufficient to detect 

costly faults. 

A milky or other colouration on the 

surface of cells is usually not a problem,  

and ‘snail trails’, which can develop over 

time, are also usually cosmetic, leaving 

performance unaffected. Snail trails should 

be checked, nevertheless, as they may be 

the result of micro cracks or hotspots that 

lead to poor performance of individual cells.  

FAULTY INVERTERS 
Faults that develop with the inverter may  

not be as obvious as physical issues with  

the panels. For example, PV over-voltage  

can cause an inverter to trip out and then 

automatically restart a short time later. 

Inverter over-voltage or under-voltage due 

to voltage changes on the grid can be an 

ongoing problem that is difficult to pin down.   

An AC electrical supply fault to the 

inverter could cause significant losses. This 

problem may not be related to the solar PV 

system, but to some pre-installation issue 

that causes a supply to temporarily fail. For 

example, a faulty fridge may be the cause  

of consistent tripping of an electrical supply. 

Later, it might be noted that the solar PV 

system has recorded poor yields, yet the 

fridge problem has been fixed and long 

forgotten. These sorts of problems may  

give the installer or contractor no real 

chance of finding the fault (particularly  

if it no longer exists). 

Solar inverters can also trip out because 

the inverter itself becomes overheated. This 

happens sometimes because it has been 

located where it catches maximum sunshine 

or perhaps in a position that was shaded by  

a tree that has since been cut down. 

MONITORING
In the past, most motorists knew they had to 

perform regular checks on the car engine  

to maintain good driving performance. Most 

were adept at topping up the oil and water. 

These days, built-in indicators warn when  

an engine problem is looming or when the 

brake pads or discs are wearing low. The 

same amenity can apply to solar systems.  

A monitor can be installed that will identify 

whether or not a solar system is performing 

as it should. 

The best monitors can be networked to  

a web interface that enables the owner to 

check performance online. Some inverters, 

such as those supplied by SMA and 

Selectronics, have a monitoring function 

built in, but these have limitations. 

LC Energy is the primary representative  

of Solar-LogTM systems in Australia. The  

Solar-Log is compatible with most inverter 

systems and covers installations from single 

phase 1 kW output up to commercial 3-phase 

systems to 2 MW. Every new installation  

by LC Energy is offered at least the basic 

model Solar-Log and an increasing number 

of other solar designers and installers are 

using Solar-Logs both for new installations 

and retrofitting existing systems. 

A: Severe storm damage at a solar farm.

B: ‘Fatal’ error warning on a home inverter.  
The inverter was replaced under warranty. 

A

B
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SOLAR  
ACCREDITATION  
UPDATE 

Sandy Atkins, Accreditation Manager for the Clean Energy Council, brings you all the latest news 

from the world of accreditation, including some changes to the solar installer CPD program. 

APPROVED PRODUCT  
LISTING CHANGES 
Long before the Renewable Energy Target 

(RET) and Small-scale Technology 

Certificates (STCs), the Clean Energy Council 

(CEC) had approved product lists for PV 

modules and inverters. These lists were 

created as a resource for installers, designers 

and PV retailers (although this term wasn’t 

used back then) to take the guesswork out  

of finding products that meet the required 

standards to be installed in Australia. 

Without the CEC product list, it would be 

difficult for installers, designers and retailers 

to ensure the products they’re getting meet 

the requirements for installation. 

However, the CEC is not a testing body.  

We do not test inverters and panels to  

verify they meet the standards. We rely  

on reputable third-party certifying  

bodies to test the products and provide  

a certificate of compliance to the required 

standards. The products listed on the  

CEC Approved Products List were  

products that had shown compliance  

with the required safety standard. It  

was a measure of safety, not quality. 

To help raise the bar on product 

standards, the CEC worked hard for more 

than a year to update the terms and 

conditions that manufacturers/suppliers 

must agree to in order to have their products 

placed on the CEC Approved Products List. 

For the first time, we have introduced an 

independent testing program that will 

ensure products sold on the Australian 

market are of the same standard as those 

that were tested by the certifying body. 

The CEC will be able to de-list products 

that do not comply with their certification,  

or for breaches of consumer law such as 

failure to properly honour warranties. This 

will improve the overall quality and integrity 

of solar products on the market, which is  

in the interest of both the solar industry  

and consumers. We have also established  

a comprehensive appeals process for 

companies subject to product de-listing, 

including a Product Listing Review Panel. 

For more details on the changes, visit: 

www.solaraccreditation.com.au/products/

approved-product-listing-changes 

KNOW WHAT YOU’VE INSTALLED 
On a job last year, I decided to use some 

different panels to the ones I usually use  

— these panels had inbuilt DC optimisers  
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in them, as there were some shading issues 

at the install location. When I was creating 

the STC paperwork for the installation,  

I searched on the CEC approved modules  

list and couldn’t find what I thought was  

the model number. I tried downloading  

the spec sheet from the supplier, but the 

module number on that was not on the  

CEC list. A number of models were close,  

but nothing matched exactly. 

I just couldn’t work out which one on the 

CEC list was what I had. The list has a huge 

number of model numbers, which we don’t 

get to decide — the manufacturer/supplier 

provides the details as part of the 

application for approval. 

I called a few people and sent a few emails 

to try to work out if I had bought modules 

that had not been approved yet. Anyway,  

the answer was staring me in the face — the 

module number was on the sticker on the 

back of the module. 

Don’t be tempted to just pick something 

close to what you have. 

From that moment on, I have always 

recommended to installers to take a photo  

of the module label and inverter label  

(this can be done using the CEC testing  

and commissioning smartphone app).  

This way, you will have a record of what  

was installed on the day. 

I also highly recommend taking a photo  

of the DC isolator label that has the part 

number on it (but that is a different story). 

If you sub-contract to a PV retailer who 

provides the stock and pre-fills the STC form, 

it is your responsibility to ensure that what 

you’ve installed is what is listed on the  

STC claim. When you sign an STC form, it is  

a declaration that you have installed what  

is on the claim form. I can’t stress highly 

enough that you must check that what 

you’ve said you’ve installed is accurate.  

If you installed something different, cross 

out the details on the STC form and put  

in the model number that you installed. 

CHECK THAT A PRODUCT IS ON THE 
APPROVED LIST BEFORE BUYING 
Around 18 months ago, I bought some panels 

through my normal supplier, did the install, 

went home, had a beer after a hard day on 

the roof and put in the STC paperwork like 

usual. This time, the STCs were failed due  

to the modules not being on the CEC list. 

What the? 

Module certificates that prove they meet 

the required standards are only valid for  

a specified period of time. The certificate  

for these modules had expired. Our whole 

list is built on products having valid test 

certificates. It turns out they were removed 

from our Approved Products List as the 

certificate was no longer valid. Luckily for 

me, the module manufacturer had already 

started the process of re-listing with the  

CEC with a new test certificate, and the 

application was being processed. After  

a couple of weeks, it passed, and I was finally 

able to claim my STCs. It wasn’t a huge 

amount of money, but as most PV retailers 

know, cashflow is king in the PV market. 

The message is, even if you buy the same 

modules from the same wholesaler, make 

sure they are on the approved module (and 

inverter, for that matter) list. This ensures 

you don’t get caught out not being able to 

claim the STCs. 

My advice is don’t download the PDF 

version of the list and refer to it all the time. 

The list is always changing. Use the online 

list instead, which is much easier to use 

when you have the specific model number 

from the module label. 

The same goes for inverters. After 9 

October, you won’t be able to install 

inverters that have not been tested to  

the 2015 version of AS/NZS 4777.2. Make 

sure you don’t get caught holding stock  

of inverters you are unable to install under 

Australian Standards and that you can’t 

claim the STCs on because they have not 

been tested to the current standard. 

I can’t stress highly enough that you  
must check that what you’ve said you’ve 
installed is accurate. 

Images courtesy of 
Enphase, Ecoelectric  
and iEnergytech,  
Shutterstock,  
© bikeriderlondon / 
Shutterstock 
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A substantial shift is currently underway  
in the VEEC market with the rise of  
commercial lighting. 

CLEAN ENERGY MARKET WRAP

Marco Stella is Senior Broker, Environmental Markets, at TFS Green Australia. The TFS Green Australia team 
provides project and transactional environmental market brokerage and data services across all domestic  
and international renewable energy, energy efficiency and carbon markets. 

Marco Stella, 
Senior Broker 
TFS Green Australia

DOMESTIC

Creation Spot Price (AU$)

LGC – Large-scale Generation Certificates 166,020,353 80.40

STC – Small-scale Technology Certificates 152,533,138 39.90

VEEC – Victorian Energy Efficient Certificates 32,055,717 20.50

ESC – NSW Energy Savings Certificates 14,651,991 27.10

INTERNATIONAL

Dec 2016 Price (€) Dec 2016 Price ($AU)

EUA – European Emission Allowances 6.37 9.45

LARGE-SCALE GENERATION 
CERTIFICATE (LGC) MARKET 
It has proven a mixed beginning to 2016  

for the LGC market. A solid start across  

the first two months of the year saw the  

spot market climb into low $80 territory  

in February, only to soften back to a low of 

$75 by late March as buyers disappeared 

from the market in the period following  

the end of 2015 compliance. Across April,  

the pendulum once again changed direction, 

with the spot market creeping back up to 

surpass the $80 mark in late April. 

On the pivotal issue of project 

commitments, very little has changed. Only 

200 MW of projects have been committed  

in recent months, making an already highly 

ambitious build requirement appear almost 

impossible to meet in time to avoid a squeeze 

in LGC supply in 2017 and a shortfall in 2018. 

To avoid such an outcome, by the end of 2016 

more than 4000 MW of new projects need  

to be committed. On this basis, the spot  

price appears likely to track towards the  

tax effective penalty level just shy of $93  

for Cal 2017 compliance (early 2018). Right 

now, the only thing that appears likely to 

prevent such an outcome is regulatory risk.

On that front, Labor has confirmed its 

commitment to a 50 per cent renewable 

energy target by 2050, though it appears 

prepared to consider measures outside the 

existing Renewable Energy Target to achieve 

this. More detail on this policy will be keenly 

sought should the Opposition manage to 

oust the Coalition at the upcoming election.

SMALL-SCALE TECHNOLOGY 
CERTIFICATE (STC) MARKET 
There has been little change in recent months 

to the STC market with activity taking place 

sporadically around the $39.90 level. 

Concerns held by some about a considerable 

reduction in the scheme’s target (Small-scale 

Technology Percentage or STP), proved 

unfounded with its eventual release in March 

reassuring participants. At 9.68 per cent, 

expected to be equivalent to 16.95m STCs 

surrendered across 2016, it appears unlikely 

that 2016 will yield a material STC surplus. 

Indeed, weekly submissions to-date have 

fallen short of the target’s requirement  

and the Clearing House continues to spend 

extended periods in deficit. 

ENERGY EFFICIENCY MARKET
A substantial shift is currently underway in 

the Victorian Energy Efficiency Certificate 

(VEEC) market with the rise of commercial 

lighting. Across its history, the VEEC market 

has been dominated by residential activity. 

Yet the recognition of energy savings in 

commercial premises that operate beyond 

standard office hours has opened up a  

new world of opportunities, to the extent 

that commercial lighting has gone from 

representing a negligible proportion of  

VEEC creation 12 months ago to contributing 

over 40 per cent of VEEC creation in April. 

While the spot market strengthened 
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Solar Grid Connect Design and Install Course
»» Darwin»28»April»–»1»May
»» Adelaide»4-7»May
»» Albury»19-22»May
»» Sydney»21-24»May
»» Perth»23-26»June

Solar Grid Connect with Battery Storage
»» Albury»11-14»April
»» Brisbane»2-5»May
»» Sydney»28-31»May
»» Perth»22-25»July
»» Adelaide»26-29»July
»» Hobart»–»TBA»

Stand Alone Power Systems Gap Course
Must have done the Storage Endorsement
»» »Albury»4-7»June

Electrical Knowledge Units for non-electricians
Pre-requisite for Design only Accreditation
»» »Albury»7»-10»June

Solar Sales Course – Design Considerations  
for Sales Companies
Non Electricians
»» Melbourne»18-19»June
»» Sydney»2-3»July

These courses may attract Industry Skills Funding of up to 75%. Contact us for details.

P: 1800 059 170
W: www.skillbuild.edu.au

Solar Grid Connect Design and Install  
 - CEC Accreditation 

>> Albury 19-22 May, 
>> Sydney 21-24 May
>> Perth 23-26 June
>> Adelaide 7-10 July
>> Tweed Heads 8-11 July
>> Darwin 18-21 August

Grid Connect with Battery Storage  
 – CEC Endorsement

>> Sydney 28-31 May
>> Albury 9-12 June, 23-26 July
>> Adelaide 16-19 June
>> Tweed Heads 15-18 July
>> Perth 25-28 August

Stand Alone Power Systems  
 – CEC Accreditation
>> Albury 4-7 June – full, 28-31 July
>> Perth 4-7 August

Industry Skills Fund may fund 
up to 75% of course costs. 
ABN for 3 years required. 
Ring for details.

across March to reach a high of $24.50 in 

the middle of the month, growing supply 

ultimately took its toll, sending it back below 

$21 by late April. Should the current rate  

of creation be sustained across the year, it 

appears likely the surplus carried forward 

from 2015 for circa 1m VEECs will more than 

double across 2016. Activity levels in the 

VEEC market remain high. 

In New South Wales, the Energy Saving 

Certificate (ESC) market continued to be 

bound within the $26-$28 range across March 

and April. Despite this, the period proved one 

of the market’s most active in recent years, 

with both buyers and sellers seemingly happy 

to contract across the coming 12 months at 

prices in the $27-$28 range. 

ESC supply across the period was strong 

following a modest beginning to the year. 

Despite a surplus of ESCs in the vicinity of 

2.5m at the end of the 2015 compliance year, 

the expanded target for 2016 (7 per cent or 

approximately 3.6m ESCs) was expected to 

reduce this surplus across the year. Stronger 

ESC creation numbers in recent months 

seem to imply that any reduction in that 

surplus may only be modest. 

The scheme has thus far failed to see a 

major contribution from the residential sector 

despite numerous changes having been  

made to the Home Energy Efficiency Retrofit 

methodology. Commercial lighting remains 

the dominant contributor to ESC supply. 

The above information has been provided  
by TFS Green and relates, unless otherwise 
indicated, to the spot prices in Australian 
dollars, as of 29 April 2016. 
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The vibrant red heart of Australia is 

beating a little bit healthier now that  

a new 1.8 MW solar system has come on  

line at Voyagers Ayers Rock Resort. 

Named Tjintu, which means ‘sun’ in 

Pitjantjatjara, the 5770-module solar PV 

array was commissioned in March this year. 

Distributed across five separate locations 

around the resort, it has both roof and 

ground mount systems and is dispersed to 

make sure energy is produced close to where 

it is needed. Its largest array is the ground-

mounted 1 MW area in the Desert Gardens. 

It is anticipated that the system will 

become a showcase for sustainable eco-

tourism and set a benchmark for other 

remote resorts. 

The Australian Renewable Energy Agency 

(ARENA) has provided $450,000 funding  

for Voyages Indigenous Tourism Australia to 

analyse and share the learning and expertise 

gained from the $7 million project with the 

wider solar industry. 

ARENA CEO Ivor Frischknecht said  

the project was exciting because it 

demonstrated solar PV was economically 

viable in remote Australian locations. 

“Voyages was able to build the solar 

installation with limited government support, 

using an operational lease model never 

before delivered at this scale. As a result,  

it will benefit from significant savings in  

the resort’s power expenses over the next 

20 years,” Mr Frischknecht said. “The 

knowledge generated and shared through 

this project will help other remote and off-

grid power users to build on Voyages’  

work and determine whether switching to 

renewable energy makes sense for them.” 

More than 270,000 people visit Uluru-Kata 

Tjuta National Park each year, and most stay 

at the Ayers Rock Resort. It offers a wide 

range of accommodation, from camping 

through to luxury units. Voyages works 

collaboratively with local communities, 

respecting and supporting the local 

Indigenous cultures and offering employment 

and training opportunities to Indigenous 

communities. Profits from all business 

activities are re-invested in the Indigenous 

and resort experiences and through the 

various training and development programs 

in place around Australia. 

The Clean Energy Finance Corporation 

(CEFC) loaned $4.7 million to Epuron to 

construct, own and maintain the $7 million 

solar array, which is expected to generate  

up to 30 per cent of the resort’s daytime 

power use, and about 15 per cent of its  

annual overall energy use. 

CEFC CEO Oliver Yates said solar is playing 

a major role in transforming Australia’s 

energy future while reducing costs and 

providing greater regional energy security. 

“This project displaced expensive and 

inefficient power generated using trucked-in 

fuel with clean on-site power from the sun.  

It was economic in its own right and better 

for the environment,” Mr Yates said. “We’re 

pleased that CEFC finance has helped 

encourage additional private sector 

investment in renewable energy and is helping 

to build technical experience in this sector.” 

CEFC’s mission is to accelerate Australia’s 

transformation towards a more competitive 

economy in a carbon-constrained world, by 

acting as a catalyst to increase investment  

in emissions reduction. The CEFC does this 

through direct investments which attract 

private sector finance, as well as through  

its strategic co-financing partners. 

Now, thanks to a co-ordinated effort from 

multiple parties, visitors to the incredible 

Red Centre can rest assured the plentiful 

sunshine at this iconic spot is being put to 

good use. 

PROJECT PROFILE: 
RED HEART BEATING HEALTHIER 
A new 1.8 MW solar array within sight of Uluru, in the centre of Australia, has a unique funding 

model suitable for such a unique location. 

Project name: Yulara  
Solar Project 

Location: Voyages  
Ayers Rock Resort 

Owner: Epuron designed, built 
and owns the project through 
Yulara Solar. Energy is supplied  
to Voyages under an operational 
lease model. The project was 
partially funded by CEFC  
and ARENA. 

Capacity: 1.8 MW

Commissioned: March 2016

Capital cost: $7 million 

Developer: Voyages Indigenous 
Tourism Australia

Construction contractor:  
CPS National 

Solar modules: Jinko Solar 
supplied 5150pcs EAGLE PID free 
JKM315PP-72, generating 1.6 MW 
of the total 1.8 MW. The balance of 
the project was supplied by other 
module providers.

Inverters: SMA Solar 
Technologies AG 25 kW Sunny 
Tripower STP25000TL-30 
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Q&A: THOMAS BYWATER, SALES MANAGER, JINKO SOLAR 

What is the context/background to the project? 

Voyages Indigenous Tourism Australia was seeking to reduce 

electricity costs at the flagship Ayers Rock Resort and evaluated 

several options before settling on solar. At the same time, Epuron 

had been very active in bringing solar projects to completion in 

regional Australia, such as the TKLN off-grid projects and the  

Alice Springs Uterne 4.1 MW plant. Due to Epuron’s experience  

in the Northern Territory, the company was a frontrunner in the 

tender process operated by Voyages through CAT Projects. 

What is unique or noteworthy about this project? 

Having completed detailed feasibility studies and concept designs, 

Voyages conducted an innovative tendering process for construction 

of a 1.8 MW PV system. Instead of utilising a more traditional Power 

Purchase Agreement, Voyages used an Availability Leasing model, 

which more effectively shares the long-term risks and opportunities 

of running solar PV systems in remote areas. This project is the  

first utility-scale plant to be proposed and completed by an 

Indigenous Land Council. It is also one of the few to carefully 

analyse system performance. 

Were there any unique financial considerations, such as feed-in 

tariffs, grants, funding, subsidies, etc? 

The Clean Energy Finance Corporation (CEFC) provided $4.7 million 

to Epuron as part of the project. ARENA provided $450,000 for 

monitoring and analysis. 

Why did the client choose Epuron and Jinko Solar?

Epuron was selected due to the company’s innovative finance 

package, CPS National’s reputation, experience in delivering projects 

in the NT, and close working relationships with the CEFC and major 

banks. Jinko Solar Eagle series PID free modules were attractive  

due to the strong track record of Jinko Solar globally in large 

projects, Jinko’s ability to deliver on time and competitive price. 

How did you determine the size of the installed system,  

and what percentage of the client’s power needs does  

this represent? 

Voyages Indigenous Tourism Australia conducted an extensive 

feasibility analysis in conjunction with CAT Projects at Alice 

Springs, and it is expected the combined system will provide 

approximately 15 per cent of the resort’s average electricity 

demand and 30 per cent of peak demand. Territory Generation,  

the power station operator, proactively engaged with the  

project team to manage the integration effectively, helping  

de-risk the overall installation. 

What were the unique challenges faced during the design/

installation/commissioning of this project? 

One of the challenges of any project with multiple stakeholders is 

gaining agreement around objectives and layout. This is particularly 

the case with incumbent generators in place, multiple financiers  

and existing land use patterns in such a serene environment. Epuron 

worked with Voyages and CAT to create a design that was sensitive 

to the resort’s requirements, while delivering an efficient design. 

How many tonnes per annum of greenhouse gas emissions  

will be saved by the installation? 

The project is expected to offset a minimum of 2,733 tonnes of  

CO2 per year. 

Yulara “Desert Gardens” array at Voyagers Ayers Rock Resort. [Photo Courtesy CPS National] 
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Tell us a bit about your career. How did 

you get started in the industry? 

My first job in the solar industry was in  

a sales role with Going Solar in 2007. It  

was my first real job on my return from  

a year overseas, after completing a 

Telecommunications Engineering degree. 

After staying in remote communities in 

South America, I was interested in off-grid 

power systems and wanted to learn how  

I could live a more self-sufficient lifestyle. 

With Going Solar, I went out on my first 

install and was inspired by being outdoors 

and working with an interesting crew.  

I followed this passion in 2008 by enrolling 

in a Certificate IV in Renewable Energy and 

gaining my GC Design and SPS Design and 

Install Accreditation. I moved on to working 

with Harmonic Energy, where I was able  

to develop my love for being on a roof  

and working on the tools. Our main focus 

was off-grid power systems and with an 

enthusiastic team of people supporting me,  

I gained the skill set I’d set out to acquire.  

I now work for Fronius Australia, providing 

technical support to installers nationally.  

It’s a really rewarding position knowing you 

have assisted someone with a fault that  

they needed help with. I also enjoy teaching 

the installers how to use Fronius products  

so they can get the most out of them for  

the end customers. 

What’s the story behind Fronius? 

The company was founded in 1945 and 

developed some of the first car battery 

chargers. Fronius is the surname of the 

Austrian founders of the company, Günter 

and Friedl Fronius. Today, the organisation 

has representation across 70 countries,  

has about 3,500 employees and spans  

three business divisions: Perfect Charging 

(battery charging technology), Perfect 

Welding and Solar Energy. The company  

is still privately owned and is led by  

Elisabeth Engelbrechtsmüller-Strauss,  

the granddaughter of Günter and Friedl 

Fronius. All three divisions are about 

controlling and monitoring electrical energy 

from DC to AC and vice versa. The solar 

energy division officially began in 1992. 

How big is the team at Fronius? 

At Fronius Australia, a team of 20 people 

oversees Fronius’ Solar Energy division  

in Australia, New Zealand and the Pacific 

Islands. The head office in Tullamarine, 

Victoria, has technical support, sales and 

marketing, supply-chain management,  

a warehouse, and finance, service and  

repair and HR departments. 

What are some of the key projects you 

have worked on? 

Projects I have most enjoyed working on 

focus on sustainable agriculture. Mount 

Bernard Olives in Avenal, Victoria, processes 

and bottles oil using a solar, hybrid stand-

alone power system. Oak Valley Estate 

Winery in Mildura, Victoria, runs the cellar 

door and cool rooms through a grid-connect 

system. Planet Claire Farm in Lake Fyans, 

Victoria, uses permaculture and 

biodynamics farming methods to produce 

eggs and beef, and uses a solar hybrid  

stand-alone power system. 

What advice would you give new entrants 

to the clean energy industry? 

Having others you can bounce questions  

and ideas off is really valuable. Try to work 

alongside someone or work for a company 

with a good track record in the industry.  

Oh, and don’t forget to read the manual! 

What promising technology is your 

company currently developing? 

The most exciting and waited upon product 

Fronius is developing is our single-phase 

hybrid system, the Primo Hybrid, due out  

at the end of the year. It’s a game changer. 

Suddenly, there will be a complete energy 

package available that’s easy to install.  

Bella De Blasio is a renewable energy system designer and installer who specialised in off-grid 

systems. She now works for Fronius Australia, providing technical support to installers nationally.

GETTING TO KNOW… 
BELLA DE BLASIO
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WHAT’S NEW? 
The latest solar product and company news

MAGELLAN’S HYBRID ENERGY STORAGE UNIT

Magellan’s new Australian-made Hybrid Energy Storage System (HESS) is a complete, all-in-one inverter and storage system  

which takes DC power from the solar panels, converts it into usable AC power and stores it in efficient and reliable lithium 

batteries. The system is a bi-directional energy manager, which means it can also charge its battery from the grid at night. The 3.2 

kWh-19.2 kWh high-efficiency batteries have a 10-year warranty. 

The ground-mounted enclosure houses the inverter, AC & DC and PV circuit breakers, UPS, batteries, wiring, WiFi and touchscreen, 

therefore minimising install time to about four hours and simplifying site layout. 

The unit has apps for iPhone and Android and more in-depth data is recorded and can be viewed on Magellan’s server. 

CONTACT US
If you have recent company or product news that we haven’t reported on, let us know. Email editor@ecogenerarion.com.au 

GOODWE EXPANDS ITS SMART SERIES 

GoodWe’s three-phase inverters with dual MPP trackers are an ideal solution for solar systems above 5 kW. They provide three-

phase AC output, making system connections for larger homes and small businesses well balanced. The integrated dual MPP 

trackers allow two-array inputs from different roof orientations. Since their launch in June 2013, the Smart DT series inverters have 

been widely used in large-scale residential projects, and are known for high reliability and excellent performance. 

In order to make the series suitable for a larger number of applications, GoodWe has now expanded its Smart DT series with three 

additional models: 8 kW, 9 kW and 10 kW. The new models will feature the same volume, weight, even the same casing  

as the existing 4, 5, and 6 kW versions. 

GoodWe has invested heavily in product miniaturisation when developing the latest 

generation of single-phase inverters with 20 per cent volume reduction and 30 per cent 

weight cut, but has achieved even better results with the new Smart DT 8-10 kW models. 

Compared to the existing 9 kW and 10 kW models in the GoodWe DT series range, the 

volume of a new Smart DT series inverter is now just 69 per cent of the previous DT 

series, with dimensions of 516 x 474 x 192mm. The weight is just 24kg, 61.5 per cent of the 

DT series. Lower volume and weight makes installation and transport more convenient. 

Smart DT 8-10 kW models have higher efficiency, up to 98.3 per cent, and Euro 

efficiency up to 98 per cent. An advanced control algorithm and distinctive 

modularity makes the inverter access higher power density, while sophisticated 

technology in circuit topology contributes to higher conversion efficiency, 

maximising the benefits of the entire system. 

Inheriting all the excellent traits from existing GoodWe solar inverters, Smart DT 

8-10 kW models also feature IP65 dust-proof and water-proof rating, flexible MPP 

tracker with efficiency up to 99.9 per cent and a 5-inch LCD display. The latest 

models also have new capacitors, giving the inverters an advantage in reliability.  
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TELL US A BIT ABOUT YOUR CAREER  

IN SOLAR. HOW DID YOU GET STARTED 

IN THE INDUSTRY? 

I started out in solar by establishing 

SolarHub in 2010. Initially, we just started 

out as a consultancy, but quickly saw a need 

for a retail company that focused on an 

extremely high level of quality, both from  

a product and service perspective. We have 

since merged with another company to bring 

installation capacity into the business to 

allow us to provide an end-to-end solution 

for our customers. My background is actually 

in computer science, where I worked as  

a software architect across the financial, 

government and logistics industries. I saw  

the renewables industry, and in particular 

solar PV, as an industry that was likely to  

see the next wave of technology innovation 

and I was very keen to be involved. 

ASIDE FROM YOURSELF, WHO ARE THE 

KEY PEOPLE BEHIND THE COMPANY? 

My fellow director Florian Geier looks after 

the operational side of the business. Florian 

is a fully qualified electrician, CEC (Clean 

Energy Council) accredited on-grid and  

off-grid installer and Level 2 ASP. Prior to 

working in the solar industry, he worked  

on residential, commercial and industrial 

electrical projects. 

HOW BIG IS THE TEAM AT SOLARHUB? 

We currently have 23 employees, with 

around 12-13 people in the field and the  

rest in sales, administrative, engineering  

and logistical roles. 

HOW MUCH SOLAR-POWER CAPACITY 

HAVE YOU INSTALLED IN TOTAL? 

I don’t have a precise figure, as many of our 

original jobs were processed in paperwork 

rather than electronically. However, we 

estimate that we have undertaken more than 

7,000 installations now and have installed 

between 25 MW and 30 MW of residential 

and commercial Solar PV in and around the 

Canberra region. 

WHAT ARE SOME OF THE KEY PROJECTS 

YOU HAVE DELIVERED? 

Our most recent high-profile project  

was completing the 260 kW installation  

at the Royal Australian Mint. This was  

a very complex installation, with lots  

of interesting mounting configurations  

and installation procedures. It took  

around three months to complete. 

WHAT IS A TYPICAL INSTALLATION  

FOR SOLARHUB? 

Our average installation is typically a  

4-5 kW solar PV system. Increasingly,  

we are installing battery systems as well, 

both for grid backup and increased self-

consumption of PV. 

WHAT TYPE OF PANELS/INVERTERS/

OTHER EQUIPMENT DO YOU PREFER  

TO WORK WITH? 

We like to use products that have a proven 

track record in Australian conditions with 

solid, well-financed companies behind them, 

accompanied by top-notch after-sales 

service. For this reason, we prefer brands 

like LG for solar panels. Not only are LG 

products highly efficient with a high-energy 

output, they provide a 12-year warranty  

on the module, compared to an industry 

average of 10. LG also only works with 

certified installers and something that  

very few people know is that the warranty 

covers the product whether or not the 

supplier or installer still exists. We also use 

SMA and SolarEdge for inverters, as well  

as Tesla and LG Chem for energy storage. 

WHAT TYPE OF SOLAR SYSTEM DO YOU 

HAVE AT HOME? 

I just moved into a new house and haven’t 

put a new system up yet! However, when  

I do, it will be a 10 kW system with LG 315 W 

Neon2 panels and a SolarEdge inverter.  

The LG Neon2 panels are an obvious  

choice for my own home because they  

are lightweight and super efficient, even  

in limited space. Personally, I also like the  

look of the panels. They feature thinner 

wires that appear completely black at a 

distance and are a great choice for those 

who want their panels to complement  

the external appearance of their home. 

WHAT’S THE HARDEST THING ABOUT 

BEING AN INSTALLER IN THE ACT? 

The ACT is very heavily regulated, more  

so than any other jurisdiction. This puts 

immense pressure on our business to meet 

our compliance obligations. The positive  

side to this is that we have developed very 

efficient internal processes. 

ANY WORDS OF WISDOM OR ADVICE FOR 

NEWCOMERS TO THE SOLAR BUSINESS?  

Don’t get sucked in to the price race to the 

bottom. If you want to be in business for  

the long term, focus on what you provide  

as a company beyond just the sale of the 

solar PV system.  

In this issue, we chat with Benn Masters, Director or Canberra-based company SolarHub, which is 

currently expanding into Victoria and New South Wales. 

SOLAR BUSINESS  
PROFILE
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
DATE / VENUE EVENT WEBSITE

4-5 OCTOBER 2016
Melbourne Convention  
& Exhibition Centre 

All-Energy and ATRAA all-energy.com.au
MEDIA PARTNER

DISTRIBUTION

BOOTH

1-2 JUNE 2016
Australian Technology Park,  
Sydney

Australian Energy Storage 
Conference & Exhibition

australianenergystorage.com.au
MEDIA PARTNER

DISTRIBUTION

BOOTH

20-23 JUNE 2016
Australian Energy Week

Pullman & Mecure, 
Melbourne Albert  
Park, Melbourne 

questevents.com.au/australian-energy-week-2016 MEDIA PARTNER DISTRIBUTION

27-28 JULY 2016
Hilton, Sydney

The Australian Clean  
Energy Summit

cleanenergycouncil.org.au/events
MEDIA PARTNER

DISTRIBUTION

BOOTH

29 NOV-1 DEC 2016
Australian National University, 
Canberra

Asia-Pacific Solar Research 
Conference

apvi.org.au/solar-research-conference
MEDIA PARTNER

DISTRIBUTION
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Now in every edition: the recently launched storage feature and The Solar Installer.

To advertise in EcoGeneration magazine, contact Julie McConachy via email at juliem@paragonmedia.com.au  
or call 0409 381 813. 
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www.trinasolar.com.au

SOUTH AUSTRALIA’S LARGEST 
SOLAR SYSTEM HAS LANDED.
Solgen Energy completed the design and installation of South Australia’s largest solar power system at 
Adelaide Airport. To mitigate the effects of shading, the 1.17MW installation on the short-term multi-
storey car park rooftop incorporates almost 4,500 Trinasmart solar panels. This will consequently 
reduce the airport’s total carbon emissions by close to 10 per cent.

Adelaide Airport - first-class in clean energy production.

www.solgen.com.au
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